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Holland City News.
yol.

XIII.— NO.

HOLLAND,

13.

MICH.,

Vf ESN G8, D R., DruR Store. Fine Drnw, Medifl icinea, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
.

$He Holland Sity
A

VANPUTTEN,

Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medi
clnes. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W.VanDinBkro’s Family Medicines;River St.

Fruit Farm for Sale Cheap.

iness.

tween City and Park. For price and
terms apply to G. 8. HARRINGTON,

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

HOLLAND, ' - - MICHIGAN.
EIGHTH STREET.

No. 52

Additional $ocal

Perfumeries.Riser street.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

OFFICE:

SATURDAY, MAY

Eighty-seven acres with buildings. 3,000
bearing trees. Beautiful location. Fronts
YITALSH HEBER, Druggist & Pharmacist; a
vv f ullstock of goods appertainingto the bus- on Macatawa bay, south side, half way be-

furniture.

WILLIAM IT ROGERS.

12

EVER, BROUWER &

Vf

3m

CO.. Dealers in all
ivl kinds of Furaltnre, Curtains,Wall Paper,

Editor and PubHthtr.

NOTICE.

Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.: River st.

Terms of Subscription:

Holland, Mich.

WHOLE

1884.

referred back for

new

NO.

633.

Yet this fruit which we all prize and
nearly every one who has a foot of ground
to spare grows, is la danger from Its various enemies, chief among which is the
codling moth, at no distant day to lose Its
place of distinction and to bocome entirely undesirable and worthless from its be-

havlor F. Hatton as sureties;liquor bond of
Williams Bros, as principal and Hermanns Boone
and Gabriel Van nitten as sureties; liquor bond
of Edward P. Montleth, as principal,and Bernardns Wynhoffand Hermanns Boono, as sureties;
liquor bond of CornellsBlom, as principal, and
John Llzman and Anion 8ief, as sureties; liquor
bond of August Lundblad/ssprincipal, and Hermanns Boone and Gerrit J. Van Duren, as sureties ;
liquor bond of Peter Brown, as principal,and John
Hummel and Edward J. Harrington, Jr., as sureties; liquor bond of Robert A. Hunt, as principal,
and Pieter A. Klels and Bernardns Wynhoff, as
sureties; liquor bond of WilliamTen Hagen as
principal,and L. C. Hears and Anton Belf. as sureties.— All of the above bonds were approved excepting liquor bond of Wm. Ton Hagen which was

After having completed our repairs and

$1.50 per year if paid in adoancc; $1,75 if
jtaid at three months, and $2.00 if paid at six months.

3,

ing so generallyworm eaten. We can
hardly make an overestimatewhen we
endeavor to state the small proportion of
sound apples which finds a place in onr
markets or even in our cellars.And yot
it is a certain fact that matters in this
respect aro growing worse year by year;
and unless we do something to arrest the
ravages of this moth or apple worm we

sureties.

The bonds of druggists for the sale of liquors,
changes we are now prepared to furnish was fixed at $1,U00,with two sureties,
yAN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers flour to the public that will give entire sat
By Aid. Beukema—
raav as well cease to cultivatethe fruit.
in Drv Goods, Groceries.Crockery, Hats
Resolved,That P. Schravesandche and Is hereNow the question suggests itself: But
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street. isfaction, we guarantee it to be the best by appointed census enumerator.—Adopted.
cau we fight this codling moth and the
106 PRINTING Promptly and Neatly Executed.
and purest ever put in the market. Every
By Aid. Workman—
Boteli.
consequentapple worm successfully?
Resolved,That the city clerk advertise one Insack
we
will
warrant,
if
put
up
in
our
own
would say in answer that this Is no longer
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
sertion in tho Holland City News that bids will
/'"UTY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.
One eqnare of ten Hnee, (nonpareil,)75 cent* for l_y The onlv first-classHotel in the city. Is sacks and branded “Purity, new process be received by the Common Council to do tho city an open question to the intelligent and
ftNt inaertion,and 25 centu for each subsequent located in the business center of the town, and has
teaming by the load and by the day, bids to be re- practical fruitgrower. The nature and
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
ceived until Tuesday,7 o'clock p. m., May 6, 1884. habits of this insect have been studied
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the flour, City Mills.”
I 3 *. I 6 m. I 1 T. State. Free bus In tonnection with the Hotel.
BECKER & BEUKEMA. —Adopted.
well and long. The means of destroying
10-ly
3 50
5 00
8 00 Holland,
By Aid. Beukema—
1 Square
it
are well understood and by many sue8 00 10 00
5 00
“
Rrsolved,That the matter of disposing of monT3H(EN1X HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
ceeslullyapplied; and it depends only up8 00 10 00 17 00
“
eys
received
from
tho
county
treasurer
from
the
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R'y depot,
10 00 17 00 25 00
14 Column
taxation of the sale ot liquors be referred to the on the personal disposition and exertion
17 00 25 00 40 *0 has good facilities for the traveling public,and its
••
Committee on Ways and Means.— Adopted,
of every fruitgrower Individuallyand
tabic
is unsurpassed. Free Hack tor accommoda40
00
65
00
25
00
1
By Aid. Workman—
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
upon them collectivelywhether the apple
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
A«o/r«/, That a telephone be placed in the Com- 1 aha)) agQ|n be receivedwith the favor it
changes.
OCOTT HOTEL. W. J. Scott, proprietor.
business Cards in City Direclory, not over three
Adu»tedUnCilr00m8 al ttU cxpon#e of $,0~ was wont to have, and now still has in
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accomuHnnitHn)
.Iher .ecllo". °l ibis country, or whether
Freight
and
Ticket
Agent
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub
modations can always be relied on. Holland,
Mr. Charles Scot, presented . petition signed b, it •»»'
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
8-ly
63 of “the well known citizens and business
As remedies we Sllgeestupon high ailHer All advertising bills collectable quarterly
of tho city, asking the Common Council to pass thorities and upon experience of ourselves
Liver? ml lie sublet.
ordinance requiring the marshal to close and ftn(i otbCr3; First, if your orchard Is BO loMicli. an
keep closed the doors of all saloons from 9 o'clock . , _ „
an„\na,,ra
IYOONE II„ Livery
in the evening to 7 o’clock in tho morning of each Gated ns to admit ot a separate enclosure,
13 andbarnouMarketstreet.Everythingfirstand
every
week
day,
and
from
9
o'clock
Saturday
then
construct
a
fence
around
il
and US0 It
class.
night until 7 o’clock Monday mornlng.’'-Accepted gg a pasture for hogs or bheep or both,
and laid upon the
hftV0 afl tbo waler
de.
Chicago Si West Michigan Railway.
TTAVERKATE.G. J., Livery and Boardin
XL stable.Fine rigs and good horses can a
<).. motlm of Aid.
sire
|oa9t
(he
sbgonce
of
ll)i8 ,h k„k
Sells tickets to all principalpoints in
ways be relied on. On Fish street,near Scott's
Taking Effect, Sunday, March 23, 1884.
Resolved,That the matter of furnishingmeans ..
i, ! rprommended to mulch
33-tf
the United States and Canadas. Money for the payment of accounts falling duo on water nj®
recotmuenaeu10 muiCU
From Chicago
From Holland
to Holland.
works
be
referred
to
the
Committee
on
Ways
and
the
trees
With
Straw, 00 Which SOW 80H16
to Chicago.
MTBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; can be saved by purchasingticketsof me.
Means. —
oats. This will make ihe hogs more dillDay Ni’t ll Ninth street,near Market.
Ni't Day Mull.
Mail.
TOWNS.
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates Council adjourned to Wednesday, 7:30 p. in., | gent, in search for the oats to uproot the
Exp. Exp.
Kxp. Kxp.
Rest Uirltiti.
given for freights to all points, Call and April 30. 1884.
ground and capture or kill the codling
p.m. p. m. a. m.
p.m. ). m. a. m.
•yANDERHAAR,
H.,
Dealer
In
Fresh,
Salt,
moth, which delights to hide under this
see
me
before
making
your
journey
or
4
50
Holland,
.Mich.
April
30,
1884.
10105 1 35 11 15 ....Holland ..... 2 55 0 05
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
straw. Following this plan will secure
4 28
10 30
11 35 East Sangutuck 2 45
The
Common
Council
met
pursuant
to
adjournand twine; 8th street.
shipments.
10 40
11 45 .New Richmond. 2 35 9 42 4 18
you a crop ol sound' apples. Second, If
ment and was called to order by the Mayor.
11 32 2 30 12 50 ..Gd. Junction.. 1 55 9 05 3 30
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
Members present: Mayor Beach, AldermenTer I no separate enclosure CfiD be m&d6 for the
XmnfiotorlM.Xllli, b opt, Ite.
11 55 2 45 12 80 . ...Bangor. ... 1 87 I 8 50 3 10
Agent Chicago and West MichiganRailway. Vree. Rose, Beukema, Hurgc, Werkman, Kan- app|,j lrec8 or no hogs OF sheep arc de1 25 3 27 2 10 .Benton Harbor.12 40 7 50 1 55
PAUELS.VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
ten, Nyland and the
sired, then other methods, more or less
1 5<J 3 37 2 20
.St. Joseph... 112 30 7 45 1 50
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28. 1883. 42tf
of
Mugger
Mills;
(Steam
Saw
and
Flour
3 15 4 :k) 3 35 ..New Buffalo. .ill 30 7 08 12 45
laborious and effccmularc upon t. you
Mills.)
near
foot
of 8th street.
7 30 7 40 6 50 ....Chicago ..... I 8 55 4 30 9 55
a. m.ip.m p.m.
a. m. p.m p.m.
Th« following bills w.re preaented for payment:
to scrape tl.8 rounbest bark
yAN RAALTE, B. dealer In Farm Implements
W. W. Noble. JfbUa, top. for »m
'rom l"e
' "?d "lie"
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
ing April 28, 1884....... ...............
$ 12 00 irees are in blossom bandage the trunk
has put io his shop
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids
A. Dogger, 2 days labor on lot in roar
with a cloth or rag, woolen preferred,
Notary Publlci.
Grand
to Holland.
a large, new engine
and
boiler, and the -AlCeedJuTwarr.„i.or^dWuod OP tbo
a. m. p. ra. p.m.
P m. p.m. a. in.
CTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
places for the mothj which ascending the
ro 05 3 00 t5 0J .... Holland. ...ill 10 1 30 9 50
latest improved treasurer for the
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
•3 12 5 13 — Zeeland ..... H 02
9 40 notice. Office Zeeland,Michigan. 9-ly
B. Walsh and 36 others, citizens and property
under the folds of the
pump
machinery,
9 15
3 30 5 35 .. Hudson ville... 10 45
and is prepared to owners on Eighth streetbetween Cedar and River cloth . This CRU be removed at least once
8 43 5 50 ....Grandvllle...10 82
8 55
streets, petitionedthat hydrants be placed on a week, Carefully killing every moth
Phnieiiu.
10 46 4 00 6 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 15 12 50 t8 35
furnish pumps, Eighth streetin the center of the block between
«,,
rA,Vinv kv
p.m.
m. a. m.
a. m. p. m. p.m.
Ibid may lit uoue readily oy
drive points, iron Cedar and Market streets, and In the center of
T>EST, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, cau be
block
between
Market
and
River
etreets.-Kepassing
it
through
a
clothes
Wringer,
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
or wooden pipes,
i-> found in his office,cor. River and Eighth
fen ed to the specialcommittee on water works. which may be kept fur this purpose. If
at wholesale or reFrom Holland
From Muskegon streetsIn Vanderveeu’sBlock.
The Committee on Ways and Means to whom this is continuedsome six OF eight Weeks
to Holland.
tail, nt the most
IZREMEUS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Realp. m. a. m.ia. m.
p. m. p.m. p.m.
reasomthie prices;
» ""I
10
S 00 11 10 5 20 ....Holland. .. 1 25 8 00 U 40 IV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
also agricultural liquor tax money bo placed ia the water fund, and the apple crop. . Another method said to
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A
3 25 11 30 5 55 ... West Olive..
2 35
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m„ and implements of all descriptions; the Ester- tlu- balance in the general luud — Also rtporb-d be a complete remedy, and less laborious
3 35 11 00 6 10 .. .Johnsvillc......... 2 27
recommending that a loan of $2,000 from the gen- la lo d^lve Paris green or LondOU
50-ly
4 00 11 20 6 35 ..GrandHaven..12 37 2 05 9 00 from 5 to 6
ly Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper era I fund, and $8'Wfrom the Interest and sinking _____ . .
,ua
4 05 11 28 640 ..; Ferry aburg... 12 32 2 00 8 50
fund be made for the period of sixty days, or until purple in water and spray or sprinkle the
and
Mower,
the
Howe
Reaper
and
the
AdQCHIPHORST,
L.
Physician
and
Surgeon;
4 40 12 05 7 15 ... Muskegon. .. 12 05 1 25 t8 15
office at the drug store of SchepersA Schipvance Mower, the Grand de Tours three- such time as the bonds for waior works be ne- apple trees from the lop when in blossom,
p.m. p. m. p.m.
p m. p.m. a. m.
gotlated.
or immediatelythereafter with this suluborttt; is prepared at all times, day or night, to
hoise sulky plow, the Biasel, South Bend
attend to ‘•calls.’’
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
The Committee on Streetsand Bridges reported ((qu The proportion to be Used is about
jilow,
best
in
the
market,
the
Remmini;From Holland
From Allegan to
that one hundred feet of the ditch on Sixteenth tflu«nonnlnlto a nail of writer One anHolland.
Allegan.
T^ATES. O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo street,fast of Land streetwas boxed 20x24 and » WaspooniUl 10 a pail OI water, une ap
A at residence on the corner of River and Spring Tooth drags, the best straightteoth covered up, that on the west side of Laud street plication of this Will answer the purpose
a. m. I p. m.
p. m. a. m.
3 00 *9 30' ........ Holland ....... 11 10| 1 35 Eleventh streets, formerly occupiedby the late harrow for finishing land made, contaiu- there is about 300 feet which the committee rec- for the season. It may ho applied by
4.3-ly.
10 50j 1 05 Dr. B.
8 55
3 25
llle
»(lulrl.
force pump
Ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
10 42 12 50
8 20
9 15
Vf ANTING, A. O., Physician and Snrgeen ; 3 inches for every tooth, Dowaciac Wheel
10 80 12 15
The followlDg liquor and druggl.tbond. w.ro
L >“'!(, d‘,S£I.
3 35 9 15
10 05 *11 35 *T1 office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county, Spring Tooth harrows,seeders and culti- ndproved: Wm. Ten Uageu as principal and John have I rof. Cook and Dr. KedzlB the
4 15 10 30
Mich. Offlcohoursfrom12to2p.
26-ly.
nuiuiuei auu
and ooun
John ivraiuer
Kramer as sureties;
bureues; iiencr
Hcber | cuumih.
chemist ui
of our Agneuiiurui
Agricultural College as
a. m. |p. m.
p. m. a .in.
vators combined, Albion Wheel Spring Hummel
Walsh as principal and Jacob Fliemuu and it. mithtirUv that we need nut
not fea
fear the effects
• Mixed tralos.
Tooth
seeders
and
harrows
combined,
Pinjpipher.
t Runs dally,all other trains dally except Sun
:rpdvii,l;co„Deecat^
0? the apples
Studebaker farm and freight wagons,
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
sureties: kremers A Bangs as principal and Cor- 1 thus protected.
careful
examination
Mixed Trains leave Holland,going north, at TTIGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal- Kalamazoo open
top buggies,
neiis Dole and tt. Kanters as sureUes; Hobart b. failed to detect its presence in the ma7:50 a m. arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m, AA lery opposite this office.
new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth,
and at 10:05 p m, arriving at Muskegonat 12:10 a
"m- turcJ fruit, and lUou^b this bn. ldUK been
3-tootb, and 2-shuvel, Detour sulky culti- j
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south,
Watches and Jewelry.
The
following
coramnnication
was
received:
practiced as a means Of protection y®t no
vators, Aultman and Russel & Co. steam
at 5 50am and 8:55 am.
threashers.
Engines
from
one-horse
to
City
Clerk
of Holland
“'irm ha? ev;er refuIle?/ .Ett(jh°
1 > REYMAN
OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
A) dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market one thousand horse power. Call and see Dear Sir:— Gur towusnlp board having taken three modes above described when laitltMichigan and Ohio Railroad.
and Eighth Street.
my new goods before purchasing else- measuresto take legal advicu as to whether the fully curried OUt Will etteclUallyovercome
aansrsl Dsaleri.

V

We

Mich.

i
3

47tt.

%m

1

M

lulmtisfincnts,

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

0

Mich.

BuamsM.

men

Chicago and West

Uble.
Bcukems-

^RAILWAYS-

Hotel.

lb

.
JreCi-

k

clerk.

1

to
Rapids.

^ ^ 9b

Adopted.

V

f

.

.

$ail $0iuL.

IP.

V

IK.

WILMS,

eni-

.

^ne

oi

ru“k

amomts. ^re®'

0

v

f ,
the

to

Muskegon.

y™

.

p.m.

.

„t

-Adopted.

O

to

1

v

Ledeboer.

“““

"

a

«un

“T

m

NWM"*' T'V

n.

and

Ctoifi;
City:

,

Taking Effect April Qth, 1884.
OOlHfl

WEST

CentralTime

TOTKHUYSEN, H., dealer In Watches.Clocks,

vv

Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets,Holland
24-ly.

QOIM EAST

Mich.

Pass. Mix’d Pass. STATIONS Pass. Pass. Mix'd
A. M. P M. P. M.
A. M. A. M. r. m.
10 10 5 20 5 05 L.Tolcdo.A 11 30 5 05 6 50
02 7 00
7 54
11 27
11 32 8 01
11 43 8 25
9 00
12 00
12 15 9 80
12 40 10 25
12 59 ill 05
1 07 11 20
1 19 11 46
1 30 12 10
1 06
1 52
2 22 2 22
2 34 2 49
2 56 3 30
3 2U 4 15
3 29 4 33
3 86 4 46
4 16 fi 03
4 27 fi'-a
4 33 6 36
. 4 45 7 00
F. M. P. M.
11

6
0
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9

03
27
31
41

57
10
33
50
57
07
18
40
09
22
40
P. M.

..Dundee’.. 10 3o
10 10
. ..Britton.
.Ridgeway.10 06
.Tecumseh. 9 57
.. Tipton... 9 42
Cambridge 9 30
. Addison.. 9 06
..Jerome .. 8 51
..Moscow.. 8 44
8 33
..Hanover
..Pulaski .. 8 22
.. Homer .. 8 00
..Marshall 7 32
7 19
...Ceresco.
Battle Cr'k 7 00
..Augusta.. A. M.
.Yorkvllle.,
..Richland..
...Montleth.
....Fisk....
..Kellogg.
A Allegan L
.

.

.

.

4 00
8 35
3 30
3 19
3 02
2 4T
2 21
2 01
1 53
1 41
1 30
1 06
12 37
12 25
12 05
11 43
11 84
11 28
10 49
10 39
10 SI
10 20
A. M.

5
4
4
3
3
2

(Our

iWatfcftiS.

02
42
10
47
1 55
1 20
1 07
12 37
12 10
11 20
10 15
9 4«
9 00
8 12

753
7
0
5
5
5

89
!5
55
40
15
A. M.

Produce, Etc.
(Correctedevery Friday by E.

Apples,
Beans, #

J.

Harrington.)

bushel ................$1 00
bushel ...............1 25

@
&

<&

1

25

1

60

©
@
1^

Butter, $Mb .....................
19
Eggs, ^ dozen .....................
Honey, $Mb ......................
1£
Onions, I? bushels ...............
Potatoes $ bushel ................ 30

Q)

20
14
J6
75
85

drain, Feed, Etc.
(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, 11 bushel .............. @ 125

@
^

...............

%

@

FulU! “

General Passenger Agent

Attornayi.

JJOWARDJI. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
River street.

Commission Vonbant.

qEACH,

£>

W.

H.

Commission Merchant, and

dealer In Grain, Floor and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor Eighth A Flab streets,Holland, Mich. 17
Drugs and Kodlolaii.

rvOESBURG, J- O.

Dealer In Drags tndMediclnes, Paluta and Oils, Broshes, Ac. Physicians prescriptions carefoliyput up. Eighth St.

U

lay

Lb,',s!;\,d,rb%^tarrd?x

Holland, Mich., April 29, 1881,
The Common Council met pursuant to adjournment and was calledto order by the nayor. , .
Members present: Aldermen Ter Vree. Rose,
Beukema, Burgess,Werkman, Kaniers,Nyland
and the clerk.
Reading of the minutes dispensed with.
The following bills were presented for payment
PeninsulaGas Light Company, 12 burners$ 12 00
E. Vaupell, 1 coaa of stove wood.
1 63
J. A. Ter Vree, 52 shade trees and 4 loads
dirt ...............................
14 00
—Allowed and warrants ordered Issued on the city
treasurerfor theamounts.
REFORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES.
The Committee on Ways and Means gave notice
that at tbo next regular meeting they would Introduce an ordinance to provide for the payment of
salariesof certain city officers for the fiscalyear
;

...

A. D. 1681.

wa

^

ap,,idS ti,e cumiug
question. The attorneys appointed by this town- son. Oil this matter We should arouse
ship are g J. Diekema and John c, Post. Hop- ourselves and our neighbors to action and
log that the request aforesaid may be favorbly
.
dafanh nnv
considered and the necessaryinstructions given 1,01 I®*1 0lir ftPPle8 8° hy default any
your city
lunger. If we have many to protect K
lf ^ . Isaac MARsiue. will pay us well in dollars and cents to proTounship Clerk, Holland Township.
lr we |iave but a few, only lor
Messrs. Boone A DeVries being present, Mr. Defamily use, then let us protect those few,
Vries sated that he thought the bridge could be
raised for $80, and leave the bridge in as good con- and see to it that we and our families
dition as at the present time, but would not be have the very best.”
willing to guarantee the same.
The matter was referred to the Committee on
Streets and Bridges,
An Answer Wanted.
On motion of Aid. Ter Vree—
Can any one bring us a case of Kidney
JfcwJwd, That when one mile of the water pipe
i» laid that a warrant he issued on the city treas- or Liver Complaint that Electric Bitters
urer in pnymont therefore accordingto the terms
will not speedily cure? We say they can
of the contract.— Adopted.
Gn motion of Aid. Kantcrs—
not, as thousands of cases already perResolved,That M. Walker be paid $225, the same
to apply as part payment on the well for water manently cured and who are daily recomworks according lo tetms of contract.— Adopted.
mending Electric Bilters, will prove.
Connell adjourned to Monday, 7:30 p. m., May 5,
Bright’s Disease,Diabetes, Weak Back,
GEO, H. 8IPP, City Clerk. or any urinary complaint quickly cured.

attorney.
_

,

ann\„a

lecl

The Committee on Parks and Public Grounds
reportedhaving bad the street commissioner
set ont 52 shade trees in the park.— Approved.
“
They purify the blood, regulate the bowels,
The Committee on Pnbllc Bulldtngfand Prop,
For the Hollanddig News.
erty reported having had tho wall between Mr.
and act directly an the diseased parts.
Charles Scott’s property sad the engine house The Apple and How to protect it against
fixed up.— Approved.
Every bottle guaranteed. For sale at 50c.
the Codling Moth.
.....................
COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY OFFICERS.
a bottle by H. Walsb.
The Clerk reported that the New York Herald
At the last April meeting of the Holhad returned $8:30 overcharged on tho advertisement in regard to the sale of water works bonds, land Colony Farmers and Fruitgrowers’As- The editor of one ot our exchanges says
bushel....
—Accepted and tho clerk directed to pay the same
that, after considering the question all
over to the city treasurer.
sociatiouheld in the law office of A.
The clerk presented tho followingproposals for Visscher on Saturday last, its President winter, he comes to the conclusion every
building a pump and boilerrooms for water works
spring that the circus is immoral; but
purposes, to-wlt: James Huntley. $2,050;It. E. read the following paper on the above
Werkman and P. Gosling,IIJITB; M. Walker.
when the bill poster comes along with the
$1,770.— Contractawarded to M. Walker,he being topic which was by the meeting cndorHed big pictures, his mind changes as follows:
L 0. of 0. F.
HollandCityLodge, No. 192, IndependentQrderthe lowest bidder.
and offered for publication:
As we gaze at the lions, tigers, and
Aid. Werkman asked to be excused from voting
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
“While each fruit In its season is delic- monkeys, and think that nature made all
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mlch. , 0 n Tuesday Evening on the bids as he wts an interested party.— Exious and just adapted to satisfythe long- •f them, we are not se sure. And when
ensed.
of each week
Vlsltlngbrothers
arecordlallylnvlted
.
J. Krudinier applied to be appointad census lags and requirements of our nature, we look at the beautiful young lady, with
William Ziih, N.G.
enumerator.—Laid upon the table.
while the berries after their kind furnish nothing on but a bine ribbon round her
William Baumqabtkl, K. 8.
The following bonds were presented and ap- us with an early, palatableand whole waist, with one leg pointing to six o’clock
proved, to-wlt: city treasurer's, Cornells Ver
F. A A. X.
Behan as principal and Jacob Van Patten, R. some luxury, while the cherry and the and the other to high moon, and think
ARKQOLAnCoramunicatlonof Unitt Lodge, Kantcrs. Cornelius Dok, Gabriel Van Patten. Jan plum are exquisite daintiesfor the few, that nature made her, too, Just as she was,
No. Ifil.F. A A.M..willbeheldatMasonlcHaU W. Bosman and Johannes Dykema as anreties. and while the peach entirelymonopolizes except the ribbon, we begin to lean up to
the public favor for a season, yet il is tbe the circns. Bat when tbe brass band beapple which )ustly may claim to be king gins to play, and the elephants go round,
among fruits; the fruit for tbe poor as we rush for a front seat to get in ahead of
Broam as principal and CornellsDok and Ber- well as for the rich, and tbe fruit for the the ministers, who always wear stove pipe
Dec. *27.
nardus
Wynboff
as
sureties.
Liquor
bond
of
EmR. B. B*rr,W.M.
1 hats and won’t sit down in front
ma J. Sutton as principal and Anton self and fcx- whole year around.
D.L.Botd'.Jsc’v.

&
©

;

n‘oth “nJ wcur“ “ cr°p *r

the petition ol Boone A De Vries, our township 80U0U apples.
board would hereby kindly request that you
May we UOl expect that ail OUf upplethc mutter before the Council with a requestthat erowt.rB w||l tt(lol)t either of these methods

Common Council

11

.

WILMS,

00

ton

N otarj Public

P. H.

River St., Holland,Mich., Apr. 10, ’84
10-ly.
(OFFICIAL. |

Bran. & 100 lbs ....................
100
Barley, ^ 100 lb ...................
1 05
Clover seed, lb .................. 5 00 (& 6 10
Corn Meal $100 fi>8
1 30
l
t.
Corn, shelled y bushel ............
58
Flour, fibrl ....... .................505
Train Connections.
Fine Corn Meal $ 100 lbs ......... 4a 1 so
At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dun- Feed, $
....................
® 25 30
dee, with T. A. A. & O. T. At Britton,with
SM00 lb .....................
(ft 1 80
Wabash, St Louis & Pacific. At Tecumseh,with Hay, V ton .......................
8 00
9 00
Lake Shore* Mich. Southern. At Jerome with Middling, 100 lb ...............
1 25
L. 8. & M. 8. At Hanover with L. 8. & M. 8. At
Outs, $1 bushel ......................
40
Homer, with L. 8. & M. S. (Lansing Division) and Pearl Barley, 9 100 lb ............... 500
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar- Rye 9 bash
55
shall, with M. 0. R. R. At Battle Creek, with Timothy Seed, V bushel .......... <a 1 25
ChicagoA Grand Trunk and M. C. R. R. At Mon
Wheat, white ft bushel ............. fa 1 00
telth, with Grand Rapids & Indiana. At Allegan
Red
............. rfo 1 00
with Chicago & West Mich, and L. 8. & M. S.
LancasterRed, {1
1 05
Trains all dally except Sunday^ McHUGH,

•

where.

A

i

the common and say that the field it now left, so farm I
Democratic candidates from this State are
to Flower and Cleveland ..... Th«
Gen. Patrick, Governor of the concerned,
Republicansof Mississippi met at Jackson
Soldlen' Home at Dayton, Ohio, Is charged and selected fourteendelegatesto Chicago,
with being unnecessarily harsh to inmatee. of whom twelve are for Arthur.
The Board of Management of the Home say
The DemocraticState Convention of
there Is no foundation for the charges, and
Iowa adopted a resolutiondeclaringfor revthat they have originatedIn the Imagination
of some of the inmates. It Is probable that enue reform, and appointeda unanimous
a committee of investigation will be ap- Tilden delegation to tho national body at
pointed.
Chicago. Tho Republican Convention of
Ohio adopted resolutions demanding tho
Several unknown persons stoned restoration
of tho wool tariff of 1876, apand partially wrecked the residenceof L. M. pointed one Blaine and three Shonnun deleLynn, editor of tbs OrttubackHerald, at gates-atrlargo to the Chicago convention,and
nominated J. 8. Robinson for SecreSholbyville, 111. The inmates escaped unhurt
tary of State and W. W. Johnson
Recent attacksof the paper on the bad elefor Supreme Judge.
.Tho Michigan Repubdora of trade and prejudicialto

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

SUGGESTIONSOF TALUS.

A dispatch from Monroe, La., states
who were convicted of the murder of old man Rogers and

It is said that in families which roast
their own coffee,diphtheria cannot get

good.

HOLLNND

CITY.

MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED,
C0NGRESSI0NALJPR0CEEDIKG8.
A petition from citizensof Californio,
praying for an Increase of the duty on raiBlns|
was presentedIn the Senate April 2J. A resolution was adopted that the Secretary of War inquire and report the value of all grants to the
State of Michigan for the Portaco Lake Ship
Canal, and on what conditions that work can bo
trarchasedby the Government for a free waterway. Bills were passed authorizinga bridge
over the Cumberland JUvcr at Nashville, granting a pension to the widow of Rear Admiral MoLougall, and to ratifyagreementswitti the Uiooz
Indiana for right of way for the Dakota Gen-

ments of the place resulted In the outrage.
....Amos Baekentros, a farmer of Boone
County, IndianA was shot through the heart
by burglars who broke into his house.

Near Audubon, Iowa, an old man by
name of Hiram Jefferson was taken out
bed by three men, and, after being
dragged by tbe men about 800 feet was hung
the

of his

to the limb of a tree.

Dispatches from Fort Wingate rean uprising of Indians at Mitchell's
ranch, in the Ute Reservation.The Utes

iha Treasuryto Invest lawful money deposited
by national banks to retire their droulating
notes. An order was made that evening sessions be held for general debate on the tariff
bill. The pension appropriation bill was
the amendment by Mr. Rotecrans to
fer the duties of Pension Agent* to the

port

attacked the ranchmen of that section and a
desperate battle ensued, but the Indians
were repulsed with a loss of two Indians
killed and two wounded. The Cte Reserva' Department of the army being lost The
iMUien went into committeeon the tariff bill. tion, the scene of the trouble, Is located In
Wellborn said the measure was a step In the the corners of New Mexico, Arizona, and
of adjusting all duties to a revenue Utah, and news from there cannot be readily
Standard. Protectionwaa a monopoly of the obtained.... The postoffleesat Minneapolis
wont form, and was an Illegitimate and perni- and St Paul have been added to the list of
ctooa exercise of the rights of taxation.Tide those which come under the civil-service
great issue should not be evaded,and could not rules.
Be postponed.The Democracy would ultimately
THE SOUTH.
triumph. Mr. McKinley raid it was giatifying
Several thousand Kentuckians atto know the real purposesof the Democracy to
destroy the present system of taxation and pro- tended the unveiling, at Frankfort, of a
tection. He congratulated the party that
sader the leadershipof the honest monument to the memory of the late Judge
Statesmanfrom Jllinois it had announced John M. Elliott who was shot dead by Col.
Its true platform.The real great is- Thomas Buford for making a deoision dissue between the partieswas whether there ehoold tasteful to the latter.
be free trade or a reveanc tariff which would at
In Bolivar County, Miss., a negro
the same time care for the great Industries of
this country. He would not support the bill unnamed
John Henderson, who was caught in
der aay circumstances, becansea reductionof
It per cent would destroy some great Indus- the act of brutally assaulting Miss Ida

.

in
which ho

a

Frank

elared that,

of his own knowledge,
in

euro- pneumonia existed
the District of Columbia
adjacent States,
(n the House of Representatives, a resolution
was adopted In the Kansas contestedelection
ase giving a seat to Mr. Peters. While In com:
mltteeof the whole on the navy appropriation
Ml), Mr. Kasson urged that armaments be given
to vessels now in process of construction, and
Mr. Randall argued against accepting the Senite smendraent to the menamw.

and

Thkri waa a lively debate on the pleuropneumoniabill in the Senate April 34, bnt no
action waa taken. A petition waa presented
from the Bute officers of Maine, asking that an
appropriation be made in aid of the World’sExposition at New Orleans. A joint rosolntlon
[was passed that the two house* attend
ithe ceremony of nnvaUlng
statue

of

a

Chief Justice Marshall on May

Hepresmtatives passed a joint resolution authorizing the lease to the Michigan Fish Commissioners of a strip of land adjacent to the
fiault Ste. Marie Canal. An adverse, report
was made on the bill to compel residents of one Bute to attend as witnesses In the courts of another Bute.
'Jrarorableaction was taken by committees
•on Mils for bridges across the Mlsrisslppi at
[Book Island and the Falls of St Anthony, and
«ver the Missouri In Douglas County, Nebraska.
The House voted not to concur In the Senate
.amendmenU to the naval appropriationbill,
•except the item of (600,000to provide an armaenent fer the new cruisers. Messrs.Reed, E. B.
(Taylor, T. M. Browne, and MoCold submitted a
minority report from the Committee on Judiciary In favor of female suffrage.
Mr. Wilson, of Iowa, made an elaborate

ville,

Morris, DL, pain elevator................ 16,000
New York Cliy, business property .......150,000
New Orleans, saddlery store .............. 60, two
Le Cialre, owa, hotel .....................lo.ooo
Jackson,Mich , carriage factory ......... lo.ooo
West Salem, O , twenty bosineashouses itw.ooo
Devil's Lake, Dak., store ................. l.\ooo
Lindsay, Ont, convent .................. 20,000
Akron, 0., clothing store .................46, two
Williamsport,Pa., sawmill ............... 40,000
Bath, N. Y., planingmiff ................
io.Ojo
Pekin, 111.,two grain elevators,.......... Go.ooo
Menominee, Mich., saw mill ..............100,000
Marysville, Kan., business property ..... 10,000
N ew York City , hotel .................... 20,000
Cedar Springs, Mich., lumber ............ 45,000
FillmoreCity, Mich., saw mill. ........... 70,000
Proirieburg, Iowa, four store& ........... 15, two
Desulaincs,III.,business property ....... iu,o;o
Cok- man, Wis., saw-miff ................ . 10, two
Selins Grove, Pj., stores ................. 15,000
Petersburg, Va., hotel ....................10,000
Halifax, N. 8., tobacco factory............ 00,000
Kingston,Ont, tannery .................. 40, two
Buchanan, Mich., lurnitiirefactory ...... 23,000
Brooklyn, N. Y., coffee-mill..............165,000

A1a, but wss immediately arrestedby

038, being tho largest oast since tho excom- citing campaign of 1876. It stands divided
between the two parties as follows:DemoAt Hot Springs, Ark, a verdict of craia, 85,107; Republicans. 42,931— a Democratic majority of 43,376. The Legislature
not guilty was returnedIn the case of 8. A.
will stand: Senate— Democrat*, 80: IndeDoran and five allies for murder In tbs first pendent, 1; Republicans, 6; a Democratic
degree,in tbe killing of Frank Hall in the loss of 2. House— Democrats, 82: Independbloody butchery enacted there Feb. 9. Hall ent Democrats, 6; Republicans, 18; the Rewas an Innocentvictim, the driver of the publicans losing 1 seat Tbe first amendhack containing the three Flynn brothers ment to the State Constitution is carried.
during the shooting. Doran and party will This amendment provides that the interest
again be tried under Indictments of murder on the State bonds, which had been fixed by
in the first degree in the killlhgof John Flynn. the constitutionat 8 per cent, for fifteen
years, from Jaa 1, 1885, and thereafter,shall
. .John Hogan, an aged bachelor living on a
plantationacross the Georgia line from Co- be raised to 4 per cent from Jan. 1, 1885, for
lumbia, South CarolinA recently died of the whole term of thirty years. This is beepilepsy on a pallet of straw. In a leather lieved to be tbe first Instance in which a
pouch on his persun was found $7,000 in eur- State, by the vote of the people,raised the
ronoy, and in his trunk lay $685 In gold. He Interest on its public debt
GENERAL
could neither read nor write.... In Western
Texas cattle are reported dying for want of
John W. Ayers, representinga powwater and grass, while myriads of catercrful combinationof Boston capital,has
pillars are destroying vegetation.
petitionedthe Massachusetts Senate to sell
WASHINGTON.
four railwaysconnected with the Hoosao
Secretary Lincoln, with a full ap- him
tunnel, together with 200 acres on South
preciation of the character required by the Boston flats, for all which he offers $4,000,Judge Advocate General of the Army, ad- 000, with the promise of extendingtho system to Chicago, to connect with tho Bostoff
dresseda letter to President Arthur, reciting
roads leading to the Pacific coast and the
the circumstances of the affair between A. K.
the Sheriff of Cooper County, Mo., for
plicityin tbe Otterville train robbery.

.

wife, last me nth,

.

New Orleans

pi

that Mulllcan and Clarke,

a foothold, as the pungent aroma of the
wi o taken from dull and roasting coffee effectually destroys the
hanged by a mob.... Samuel T. Wilson, a germs of the disease.
white man, who was acting as guard over
com let-*, was lynched by a mob corap jsed of
Oil taken from the common woodcolored men, at Sklpworth's Landing, Miss., chuck or “ground-hog” in highly recomtor tho brutal murder of a negro.
mended for leather. Boots, liurnesN.or
Moses Fraley, the St. Louis specu* leather articles saturated with it belator, has failed, losing on tho Chicago Board come soft and pliable, yet it does not,
about $400,000,while ho is said to be short for a it is claimed, open the pores of the
large amount of wl.eat at New York, besides leather, but effectually excludes dampdropping loccntly $lu0,00J in I'nim and ness.
Texas Pacific stocks. A combination formed
lican State Comention chose delegates who
A ded-room in which there is a stove
favor Blaine first and Edmunds second, with against him In Chicago is said to have
Lincoln as tbe unanimous choice for Vice brought about tho crash. Mr. Fraley states can be well ventilated by putting a
President..,. The Maine Greenback Conven- that his liabilitiesare about $1,000,000....
burning lamp just within the .stove,
A coniosstonhas boon made by Cloero Jeffertion nominated Dr. H. B. Raton for Goverwith the stove door open, letting it
nor, and indorsedGen. BenJ.'F. Butler for son, of Audubon, towa, that uo and his
the Presidency.... The Republican State Con- brother-in-lawbanned his tathor for incest. burn through the night. Tltis can be
vention of Connecticutleft its delegatesto They traveled twenty miles and back after used in summer when no fire is kept in
Chicago nninstructod. but passed a reso- dark, taking tbe rope with them.
the stove. The burning lamp causes a
lution commending Joseph R. Hawley as a
A fire at Panama destroyed two draft, and that draft takes out the foul
candidate for President.The New York
Republican State Convention was organ- blocks of bouses and the public market air.
ized In tho interest of Arthur and Edmunds, building. The loss is estimated at $500,000.
Delicious oatmeal gruel may be
despite the hostility of Thomas C. Platt and During the progress of tbe tiames a mob
mabe
by stirring a cupful of oatmeal
Senator Miller, and the delegates-at large to began to rob the stores. The soldierswere
Chicago are Andrew D. White, Edwin Pack- called out, and many of tho plundering party into a bowl of water, allowing it to
ard, Thecdore Roosevelt,and John J. Gil
were shot. One soldier was shot lor dis- stand a few minutes until the coarsest
bert. Tho Virginia Republican Convention obeying orders.The Chinese suae red heavily. particles have fallen to the bottom,
adopted tho unit rule, and instructed tho Little s Opera House, the Glens Faffs Opera
delegatesto Chicago to vote for Arthur.... House, the Presbyterian Church, and the pouring off the water and repeating
7 he Dakota Hepubl cans elected N. E. Nelson
Union Hall building at Glens Falls, N. Y., the operationonce or twice. The water
and Col. J. L. Jolly as delegates to Chicago,
were destroyedby fire. Thirty business should then be boiled, stirringit conand instructed them to vote for Blaine and firms who occupied stores under the opera stantly until it it sufficientlycooked.
Lincoln while a probabilityof nomination rehouses and the Lnion Hall were burned out.
mains.
A writer in the GermantownTeleThe loss Is estimated at $ 50,000. Other fires
The Arizona RepublicanConvention reported during the week, where a loss of (jraph says that a convenient place for
met at Phoenix and appointed delegates to $10,000 and upward was involved,are shown bools and shoes, which are sure to be in
in the annexed table:
the way, can easily be made by procurChicago. The convention instructed for
IjOH8€8
Blaine. ...Tho Massachusetts Greenhackcrs Trenton Falls, Ont, seventeenbuildingsA30, two
ing a shoe or boot box (or both if your
hold their convention at Lynn, indorsed Gen. Alton, 111., dry goods store ............... 35,000 family is large), at any slice store. Put
Butler for President,and appointed delegates Pittsburgh, Pa., planing mill ............. 25,u00
to the Indianapolisconvention.
Wilson,Kansas, fiouring mill. ...........30,000 hinges on to hold the lid. Drive nails
Cincinnati, tannery ......................400,000 near the top on Ute back of the inside,
At the Greenback State Convention Greenville, Texas, business houses. ...... 16,uoo
to hang the slippers upon, and it is
of Massachusetts, held at Lynn, tho recent South Coventry,Conn., fianmff mill ...... 136, two
Fltchville,Conn., cotton mill .............100,000 ready for use. If painted or cushioned
decision of the United States Supreme Court
Elkport, Iowa, warehouse and content*. . 10,000 and curtained it looks well and will
in reference to tho power of Congress to is- Faff River. Mass., cotton mill ............Goo.ooo
sue legal-tendermoney was Indorsed; gov- Attica, Inti., two brick stores ............. I5,i00 answer for a seat if necessary.

tries. The horizontal bill bore on its very face
Davis, tho beautiful daughter of a wealthe highest evidenoe of absolute incapacity.It
thy planter,was pursued by bloodhounds
was the Invention of idlrness. The only persona
tho branches of ernmental regulation of railroads and corWho demanded a reductionof the tariff were and brought to bay
was . made to porations of alike character was recommendthe wealthy members of the free-trade clubs of a tree, from
tho point of
shotgun. ed, and the employment of young childdrcnin
Brooklyn and New York. He held that the bill descend
would reduce the price of labor, and appealed Ho was then securely bound, and, a rope be- factories was condemned. Gen. B. F. Butto the Democraticparty not to take a leap in the ing placed around his nock, was slowly ler was indorsed lor President. Tho Nadark by passingthe bill. It should first disci- strangled to death. Several times he was tional Chairman of the Greenback Labor
pline Its mutineers. Mr. Herbert made an elab- hoisted into the air and kept there until life party thinks Gov. Bcgole, of Michigan, and
orate argum< nt in favor of the bill
was almost extinct, and then lowered and re- ox-CongressmanJones, of Texas, will he the
A resolution by the Legislatureof Ohio, vived, only to be hoisted again. This was national ticket, and that Butler cannot get
isoommending the granting of pensionsto pris- repeated until life was extinct, after which the nominationbecause of hU Democratic
•ners of the late war, waa presentedIn the Sen- his body was riddled with bullets and left in affiliations. It is thought in Washington
among Republican politicians that Congressile, April 21 A message from the President was tho woods. Miss Davis Is in a very critical
condition,and is not expectedto live ..... man Calkins, of tho Valparaiso District, will
received, transmitting a report by the Secretary
Five thousand fanners assembled at Centre be tho Republican nominee for Governorof
tt State to the effectthat the demands of forMgn countries upon the United States for wheat Point, Ark., to witness the execution of Indiana..... Tbe Arizona Republican ConShould naturally be as great as last year. Bills CharlesWright for participationin the How? vention instructedits delegatesto Chicago to
were pissed to provide for Government con- ard County riots, In which Thomas Wyatt was support Blaine.
trol of the Bault Ste. Marie Falls Canal In Michkilled....Henry Curry, colored, was executed
A
dispatch says that
igan, and to protect Indian reservations from the at Monroe, Ga., for the murder of a negro
Rnlawfnl cutting of timber. While the pleuro- who had aroused bis jMlousy.
returns of tho recent State election in
pneumonia bill was under discussion, Mr. Coke
•aid 11 the Agricultural Department would stop
James, the bandit, was ac- Louisiana, mainly official, from all the
Hbdlng American cattle there would be no more
parishes but five, with estimates for these,
trouble with the business. Mr. Williams de- quittedby tbe United States jury at Hunts- give the total vote of the State as 129,-

at

.

Mexican capital.
Bateman and Gen. Swaim, and urging a court
of Inquiry for tbe vindicationof the latter
Bunting, Wilkinson, Meek, and
officer. The President coincided,and Gens.
Kirkland, tho parties charged with trying to

Pope, Augur, and Sackett have been
appointed to investigatethe case.... secure a vote of want of confidence In the
The Greely expedition, consistingof three Ontario Ministry, have been indicted for

bribery. . .In an official report, Capt. Scbocnhoven, of tbe steamer Daniel Stelnmann. respeech In the Senate, on the 26th of April, in fa- mander Schley, who goes uninstructed.... cently wrecked on the Nova Scotia coast, reHon. J. W. Foster, United States Minister to sulting In the drowning of 124 persons. Is
vor of the principleof national regulation of incharged with being the direct cause of the
terstatecommerce.Mr. Jones, of Florida, de- Spain, has returned to Washingtonto confer
disaster.
livered a tag speech against the pleuro-pnen- with the administrationin regard to the promonla bill He took extreme BUte-righU posed commercial treaty.
Hon. Isaac N. Arnold, one of the
grounds, and held that the NationalLegisGen. D. 8. Stanley haa been assigned oldest and most prominent citizens of Chlkture had no constitutionalpower to
adopt the proposed measure. A resolution waa to command in tbe Departmentof Texas, wkh cago, has passed away in h's 69th year. He
passed to depo»it in the Smithsonian Institution
was the earliestCity Clerk of Chicago, and
a flag made of American silk, presented by headquarters at San Antonio. Gen Stanley
Joseph Newman, of California The Housf of was at San Antonio when Gen. Sheridan was served two terms in the Illinois Legislature
and in Congress. He was an intimate friend
Representatives,in committeeof the whole, incommand of the DepartmontofthoGulr.
.
made a favorablerecommendation on the bill Tho collections of internal revenue for the of Abraham Lincoln. Of Into years ho
to give Mrs. Myra Claik Gaines patents for
has devuted himself closely to literary work.
first nine months of the fiscal year were as
88.4r>7 acres of land claimed by her, or pay $1.35
Marie Taglionl, tho famous dancer, died In
per acre for so mnoh thereof as has been sold. follows:Spirits, $55,497,393, an increase of Marseilles,France. Sho was born In Stock
$2,102,440 over tho corresponding
period of
There was no session of the Senate on
holm in 1*04, and won renown In the larger
the previous year; tobacco, $18,854,535, a deApril 30. The House of RepresonUtivcspasse d crease of $13,755,398;fermented liquors, cities of Europe, retiringwith a fortune In
1847. Other deaths: H. C. Atkin?, of Milthe free-ship bill, with an amendm-nt provid- $12,058,859, an increase of $896,773; banks
waukee, and Georao A. L'-ote.of Providence,
and
bankers.
$2,392,
a
decrease
of
$v
ing that any American citizen may import free
R. I., both prominent railroad mon;
741,534;
miscellaneous
sources,
$4i0,l’0l,
u
of duty iron or steel steamshipsof not less than
Hutchinson,
the fafont thousand tons measnnnent.
decrease of $0,000,689. The aggregatere- Henry
family
singers: James
celpU wore $87,454,084, which aro $20,505,253
T. Todd, tho oldest Free Mason in Maine: Col.
THEMAAX,
less than the collectionsof the lost fiscal
ChariosG. Hammond, a wealthv philanthroJohn Coyle was hanged at Gettys- year.
pist of Chicago; Samuel J. Walker, at one
John A. Walsh, the noted star route time tho most extensive real-estate operator
burg, Pa, for the murder of Emily Myers.
He bore up well until bo hgard the carpenters witness, has written to Mr. Springer,Chair- In Chicago; Rev. Dr. Blckers:eth, Episcopal
Bishop of Rlpon, Eng.; Conut Bibbing, a
erecting hie scaffold, when ho passed into an man of tho House Committeo ou Expenditures
noted French dramatic author: Hon. Dwight
excited condition, which lasted until the drop of the Department of Justice, urging that
Foster, ex-SupremoJudge of Massachusetts.
fell.... White boating on the Hudson River, Secretary (.handler be summoned before the
band of Haytian creoles has
near Blug Sing, N. Y., five persons were run committeeto give evidence in reference to a
down by a steamer and drowned.
letier which ho is alleged to have written to landed in Cuba to re-en force Aguero.
FOREIGN.
J. H. Deane, a New York lawyer, has Attorney Genera) Brewster in connection with the star route oases....
It has been announced for the hunbeen rendered tankrupt by real-estate opera- Senator George, of Mississippi, from the Sentions. His liabilitiesaro stated at over $o00,* ate Committeeon Education and Labor, will dredth time at least that Mr. John O'Connor
000, and ho has given preferences to two soon rejiort a bill proposing to prohibit tbe Power has withdrawnfrom tho Irish Parnellbanks, the Hochostor University,and two re- importation or immigration of foreign labor- Ite party. The fact is that he has been exers under contract to woik in this country. pelled from that organisation.It Is said
ligious societies.
....SenatorCullom's bill for the regulation that he wLl not again seek election from an
An English syndicate, controlling of
interstatecommerce bus been adopted Irish constituency,but that he wl!l be an in$26,000,00# capital, haa offered $8,000,000 for by the Senate Committee on Railroads as dependent Liberal candidate In some . Enthe Trinity Church Block in New York, de- the basis for legislationon that sub eot.... glish borough. OTonnor Power was once a
siring to erect thereon a mammoth structure Postmaster General Gresham,with bis wife, leading Fenian, and, it is said, was commisfor brokers’o(l«cs, but the prodomtion has left Washingtonlust week for Jacksonville, sioned by a lodge of Fenian conspirators in
Fit.... Tbe House Committee on Posto'ilces Cleveland atone time to kidnap the Prince
been rejected.
has ordered the preparation of a bill for a of Wales. He did not deliver the goods.
Gainswobth Pettis, a mill owner contractsystem of postal telegraphy.
The King of Abvs3inia has accepted
residingIn Lockport Township, near Erie,
Holman, Carlisle, Hurd, and other a propositionfrom the English to invade the
Pa, who bos been a Bpiritualist for^some advanced free-traders on the Democratic
Soudan, relieve the Egyptian garrisons,and
time, was conveyed to an asylum. Ho beside assort that the Morrison bill will pass aid them in escape. A friend of Gen. Gordon
1 Mved the spirit of
Nebuchadnezzar controlled him, und began to teed on herbs and the House. They say they have reliable in- at Cairo charges that >cbehr Pasha is responsible for the recent uprising north of
roots ..... Mrs Amelia Darnet cut the throats formationwhich Justifies their prediction
.A bridge ntCiudad Beal, Spain,
of her two children, aped 2 years, and 6 tnat they will secure a ma orlty for the Khartoum.
was cut by some malicious parties. A pas.
months, res, actively, at Plftsburph,l’a., and measure. Mr. Morrison is aifO confident.
then, giving the alarm, cut her own throat, The value of Imports for the year ending senger train passing olcr was precipitated
and threw her>clt l>esidc tho bleeding babies. March 81 wore $08 ',258,642,against $712,50,• Into the river. Mmy persons were killed
severely injured....
875 lor the preceding year; and the exports and twenty wo
All are mortally wounded.
wore $701,733,431,against ?i0<, 127,802 for The report that litamnrck had decided to opTHE WEST.
pose n B.itish protectorate over Egypt Is
1*8J.
Complaintscome from Dayton, Ohio,
semi officiallyconfirmed. It is also reported
POLITICAL.
of tyrannionltreatment of disabled veterans
New York telegram:
party of that MinisterLorry has recei ed overtures
Berlin looking to an alliance between
by Gen. M. R. Patrick, Governorof tbe Na- leading Democrats and friends of Tilden, from
Franco and Germany, which bo is sn d to bo
tional Soldiers’ Home, and tho citizens are who buvo just visited Grtystono, say that advocating. . .The Grand Mantcr of Orangoel/iniorcusfor his removal.... An Indiana under no circumstances will hu be a candi- uioii at Belfast has received a letter of warncourt has decided (hat the establishment of date for tho 'resiliency,and under no cir- m>r fruin the invincible.?..... John Daly, tho
frbitmy rates by tho Underwriters' Associn- cumstances will he accept If nominated. hus e. tod dynamiter, 1ms been transferred
tlon of Indianapolis is contrary to the freo- They regard this, his last refusal, as final. from Liverpool to Birkenhead.
vessels, has been ordered to sea by tbe Secretary of the Navy, under command of Com-
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The indictmentagainst

Gov. Ord-

way, of Dakota, charges the asking and reception of bribes.

The

accused, by his at-

torney, gave ball, at Yankton, in $10,000.
The Grand Jury, in a senes of resolutions,
deny that Judge Edgortonor United States
Attorney Campbell acted maliciouslyin promoting the investigation.

A mixture which is

excellent for re-

moving grease spots and stains from
carpet and clothing is male of two
ounces of ammonia, two-ounces of white
castilesoap, one ounce of glycerine, one
onnee of ether; cut the soap fine, dissolve in one pint of water over tho fire;
add two quarts of water. Mix thoroughly, and wash soiled garments in it. For
removing spots use a sponge or clean
annul cloth, and with a dry cloth rub
as dry as possible. Woolen goods may
be made to look bright aud fresh by
being sponged with this.
fl

A simple and inexpensive method of
cleaning the waste-pipe of wash-stands,
bath-tubs, or kitchen sinks, the stoppage
of which often entails great expense, is
said to

be

as

follows: Just

tiring at night pouf into

enough

liquid

potash lye

degrees strength to
is

l>efore re-

the

pipe

of thirty-six

fill the “trap,” as ii

called, or bent portion of the pipe just

below the outlet. About

a

pint

will

washstand, or a quart for a
bath-tub or a‘ kitchen sink. Be sure
In voting for members of the Cortes that no water runs into it till next
throughout Spain the Liberals accuse Gov- morning. During the night the lye will
ernmeut officialsof using their positions to convert all tlie offal in the pipe *into
secure tho return of ministerial candi- soft soap, aud the first current of water
dates. Tho Republicans will present in tho morning will remove it entirely,
petition against the scandalous
suppret-slon
electoral rights.... and leave the pipe as clean a? new. The
so-called potash lyo is not recommendThirty convictswere injured at Portsmouth,
England, by the faff of a cavalry barracks ed for this purpose. The lye should be
which they wore engaged In building.
It is
kept in heavy glass bottles or demijohns,
announced that a new planet bus been discovered with wicker wire, and plainly
covered by a Viennese astronomer.
labeled; always under lock when not
W hen the pleuro-pneumnnia
biff came up
in actual u?e.
in the Senate, April 28, Mr. Coke secured the
Toilet set.— Take a piece of brown
adoption of an amendment exemptingTexas
Holland and trace a design of daisies
fever from the diseases included In the act, and
Mr. Plumb succeededin having th* appropria- and leaves. Work the latter and stems,
tion cut down to $150,000. Mr. Culloin re- with dark-green crewels. For the
ported an original b.ll to establisha commis- daisies, thin white Swiss muslin is used.
si oh
to regulateinterstatecommerce.
The Houae of Representatives
passed a bill for Cut it in strips an inch wida Take
the sale of a portion of the Fort Hayes Military one strip and one end and with a pierReservationIn Kansas,and adopted a resolution
to attend tbe unveiling of tbe statue of Chief cer make a tiny hole in the point of the
Justice Marshall Bills were introducedfor the traced petal ; press the end of the gathenlargement of the Court House at Jackson, ered muslin through this, mid fasten it
Tenn. ; to authorize the lightingof navigable
rivers by electncitjr;to prohibitthe importa- securelyon the wrong side. Proceed
tion of articles falsly bearing an American in this manner until >all of the petals
brand, and to provide for the World'sExposition
are covered. Work Ihe stamen a with
at New Orleans. Mr. Hewitt explainedhis charge
that the Secretaryof the Navy had faffed to
yellow crewel in French knot stitch.
cover into the treasury $200,000received for oonThis done by bringing the threaded
d mined vessels,bnt deposited It subject to his
needle up through the center of the
check.
flower ; hold the thread down with the
thumb of the left hand, and with the
THE MARKET.
needle in the right hand place it under
NEW YORK
the thread once or twice, according to
Beeves .......................... $6.25 @ 7.60
the size of the knot desired, then withHogs ....................
......... 5.50 & 6.50
out removing the thumb, place the point
Flour— Extra. .......... ......... 6.25 (&) 6.75
Wheat— No. 2 ChlcaRo.. .........1.01 (f9 1.03
of the needle in the same place it was
1.10*
No. 2 Reel ...... ......... 1.09
brought through, draw it out slowly
<PJ .65
Corn— Na .............
Oats— White ............
(LU .47
and, when the knots are firm, secure on
......... 16.60 617.25
Pork— Mess .............
tho wrong side. Finish the edges with
Lard ..............................U8J4@ .09
CHICAGO.
rick-rack edging or with antique lace.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.26 ^ 6.75
The several mats and pin-cushioncov*r
Fair to Good ........... 6.60 ^6.00
are made in the same way.
Common to Medium... 6.25 (ft 6.75

a

sufth e for a

of

!

.

.

2

Dons .............................6.75 (ft 6.50

Flour— Fancy White Wintar Ex 6.60 $5.75
Good to Choice Spring...4.50 $ 5.35
Wheat— Na 2 Si ring ............. 93 $ .94
No. 2 Winter ............

UO $

Cony— No. 2 ....................... 63 ©
Oats— No. 3 ....................... 34 tt
Bye— Na l ........................ ei $

1.U2
.64

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. .................... .92
Corn-No. ..................... .66
Oath-No. ......................
Barley-No. ................... .71
Pork-Mobs ......................16.76
2

2

@
@
&

M &

2

2

is

Human Head.

>

person who became a model
said to have been a lover and lived
first

Greece. He was

in the ancient days of

.62

about to travel and leave his Sicyon,
and after a repetition of vows of constancy on both sides he foil asleep, and
from the position of the lamp his profile was thrown strongly on the wall.
The maiden in passing through the
room observed this, and, taking np a
piece of charcoal, sketched the outline

2.

Lard ............................. .oeKia

The First Model oi'u

The

.37

Barley-No. ................... 76 0 .70
Butter— Choioe Creamery ....... 26 (to .28
Fine Dairy .............. 34 0 .26
Potatoes- Peacbblows...........38 @ .42
EGGK-Fiesh ...................... 14 0 .15
PORK-Mesa ......................16.76 017.25

.m

.94
.67
.38
.72

of

_

the shadow. Tho

father,

when he

saw what had been done, thought it
well to preserve it in clay, and taking
BT. LOUIS.
some of the material in which he workWheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.10 & 1.12
Corn— Mixed. .................... .49 « .50* ed, made the first model of a human

(#17.25
I.Aitn .............................
9.60 & 9.75

$
&

.36
2 ...................... .34
.60
Rye. .............................. .68
1
7.00
$17.25
Pork— Mess ......................
Labd ............................. .08*$ .08*4

Oath— No.

head.

It may be just exactly as you say,
young man, bnt, remember, the man
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 1.08 e UO* who thinks that the world owes him a
Corn ............. .............
living will find that his claim will go
Oath— Mixed. .................... .86 $ .38
17.25 $17.75
Pork— Meaa ......................
unpaid unless he takes off his coat, rolls
J.Aun, ..... ......................
up his sleeves and pitches in to earn it.
TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 3 Red ............... 1.01 @ 1.03
You will have to work hard for all you
Corn— No. 9. ..................... .64 $ .66
get in this world, and the sooner you
Oats— No. ...................... .86 « .39
DETROIT.
make up your mind to 'this fact the betFlour ............................6.00 $ 6.75
Wheat-No. 1 White ............. 1.03*$ 1.04* ter it will be for you and the greater
will be your success.—Fe;!’;* Sun.
Corn— Mixed ..................... .65 $ .56

CINCINNATL
.

2

$

.41
Oath— No. 2 White ............... .40
Pork— Mess ......................20.00 $20.50

INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat— Na

Red ............... 1.08
Corn— Mixed ..................... .60
OAT»-Mixed ..................... .34
2

EAST LIBERTY.

.

l

.

$

$
&

1.05
.61
.35

Cattle— Best .................... 4.60

$

.................... 4.00
Common. ............. 3.75
Hogs .............................6.00
Sheep ............................8.75

$ 176
$ 4.26
$ 6.76
$ 6.36

Fair.

6.50

True repentance consists in the heart
being broken for sin and broken from
sin. Some often repent, yet never reform ; they resemble a man traveling
in a dangerous path, who frequently
starts and stops, but uover turns aside.

—Thornton.

f

SKLBCTIIia

ao did W. H.
DELEGATES and
Samuel 0. Watson, of

The Three Parties Busy Preparing for the National Presi-

dential Race.
State

Ganmtieni in New York, Ohio,
Michigan, Iowa, and
Elsewhere.

Swift, of Maranette. nel E. Merwin, Jr., Angnstns
and~ W. T. At- Frederick Mills— were instructedfor
wood, of Saginaw, both colored,were then Joseph R. Hawley. Eight districtdelegates were
placed In nomination by representatives of the appointed,all of whom are for Hawley. The
two colored factions Of the State. A ballot was resolutions eulogizePresidentArthur and his
demanded, and tha Detroit man carried the day. administration, add pledge the Republican^ of
nom
of tho ChiThe last fight was between Julius C. Burrows, Connecticutto supportthe nominee
of Kalamazoo, and Harry Conant, of Monroe. cago convention.
Joseph Moore, Ezra L. Koon. A. B. Turner, and
New Jersey Greenback.
George W. Robey were elected alternates. It
is noteworthy that Watson la the flist colored
Tne Nationalparty of New Jersey,called for
man ever sent from Michigan as a delegateto a
the purpose of electing delegates-at-large to the
national convention. The political preferences
of the delegation are between Blaine and Ed- Indianapolisconvention,convened at Trenton,
munds. No Instructions were given. The Com- and wu presidedover by E. E. Potter. Benjaman
mittee on resolutionsreported tho following, F. MoCalUster.of Gloucester,R. W. Terllnde,
which was adopted
of Union, D. A. Hopkins, of Essex, and George
1. The Republicans of Michigan,in conven- H. Larison, of Hunterdon, were chosen deletion assembled to elect delegates to the na ionsl gates. It was at first determined to get np a
conventionto bo held at Chicago the third dav platform, but it was finallyconcluded to adopt
of Jane next, hereby reaffirm the principles of the platform of the last nationalconvention.
the party as enumerated In its platforms It was adopted without being read. AU the
through its historyof a quarter of a century. delegates are for Ben Bntler for President
It reaffirms its faith in the ability of the party
to secure in the future, as it has in the past,
TennesseeGreenback,
such modificationand reformsas time and exThe State conventionof tho Tennessee Greenperience shall prove to be for the growth of the
nation and tho general welfare of Its citizens.
backers, at Nashville, was largely attended. N.
2. They have confidencethat the wisdom and
J. Buchanan,of Fayetterllle, was nominated
patriotism of the Chicago conventionwill formulate a platformand nominate a candidatetliat for Governor on the first ballot The national
platformof 1R80 was re-affirmed, and delegates
the people will approve, and that will next November call out from the State of Michigan its to the national conventionat Indianapolis were
chosen. They were unlnstructcd.butare unold-timeRepublican majority.
Judge P. T. Vanzlle, of Charlotte, was sleeted derstood to 1)0 favorableto Gen. Butler as the
Chairman of the Stats Central Committee by ac- Presidential standard-bearer.
clamation.
:

STATE CONVENTIONS.
Iowa Democratic.
Ever* emmty bat one (Pocahontas) was
representedIn the Iowa Domocratio Convention, at Darlington. It was the largest con-

THOUGHT AND OPINION.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

Detroit,

A thousand influences

in onr

modern

life tend to separate, to isolate
alienate.— Lfuintf Church.

and

The church to-day is like the butt
end of adiroom — as many diversities

u

the

broom has

fingers.—

Henry Ward

Beecher.
forget they are anything but American.

Southern Teacher in

the Inde-

pendent
A man

Neil Bowkrman, resldlmr near Lenawee
Jnnotion, and one of the old pioneers,died at
the af e of 81

An

ex-slave

was

elected to the office of

Justice of tho Peace at Sturjis at the recent

township meeting.

The thing desired is to make men

—A

A dung factory will be started at Fetoakey.

voting

when

he is

drunk is

Daniel Trout,

yon should send a wild bull into an
orphan asylnm to take care of the

man

70 years old,

drowned

eighteen inches of wstor.

A lady
as

a

himself near his homo in Trimble County, in

has a rose-bush,the

in Coldwater

stock of which

is

only eight inches high, and

if

children.—Henry

Ward

Beecher.

Any man strong enough to have atprominence in National affairs,

tained

boars a rose throe inches In diameter.

A West Hendon man has shipped a carof mint roots to Muskegon. Michigan
furnishes tho world half of its mint crop
now.
load

whatever his name, is too strong to perThe Quincy Chain Lake Channel Company
mit women to fight his battles.— HuenTUden*s name was cheeredtill the building
shook. The following were chosen delegates-atpropose to put a new steamer on the lakes
iny Wisconsin.
large to the national conventionat Chicago : L. O.
Klnne.of lowaConnty;H. H. Trimble, of Lee;
While the D. D.’s are quibbling, this season suitablefor trafficand passenger
E. H. Thayer, of Clinton; and D. M. Harris, of
these bonnetted Amazons are marching service.
Harrison. Altcrnstes-at-large:
John Dunon to the conquest of the people for
oombe, of Webster County; Chaa. Voelker,of
Horse fanciers at Pontiac arc making
Dnbnqne;H. 0. Bowman, of Plymonth;W. H.
righteousness and God.— Afr«. Gen. huge efforts to have a track built at the fair
MISCELLANEOUS POLITICS.
Butler, of Payette. The delegatesare unaniNew York Republican.
Booth, of the Salvation Army.
grounds,and liberal subscriptionshave al*
mous for Tilden, but liave no Instructions.
Michigan Democrats,
A combination of the Arthur-Edmundsmen
The Committee on Besolntlonsreported the
ready been banded in.
The
theory
that
the
interests
of
a
The Hon. 0. M. Barnes, Chairman of the Michorganizedthe New York RepublicanConvention
following, which were adopted :
Resolved, That the Democracy of Iowa, rec- at Utloa, Nathaniel C. Boynton defeating Ed- igan Democratic State Committee, was inter- journal, when it is suddenly robbed of
Charles Mit.ro up, aged about 88 years,
ognizing the duty we owe to the Union soldiers
its working head, can best be serued by fell from a lighter lying in a slip at the railviewed
at Chicago by a Tribune reporter, and Is
mund
L.
Pitts,
the
Mlller-Blalne-Cornell
candiof onr late war, favor the passage of the bill now
pending before Congress to grant to them a date for Chairman. They also elected Theodore reported as saying that "Tildorvbeing apparent- the promotion of the next in rank, has road dock in East Saginaw, and was drowned.
warrantof 160 acres of land to be taken from Roosevelt, Andrew D. White, John L Gilbert, ly out of the question,the delegation! from found favor with all groat American His body was recovered.
and Edwin Packard delogates-at-large to the his State w’ould come to Chicagowith no prothe public domain.
Resolved, That we reaffirm the principles of Chicago convention,two of whom, it Is said, are nounced preferences,but prepared to go for newspapers.— t/fira Observer.
A pickerel was caught in Hanohett Lake,
the Democraticparty as expressed in the plat- for Arthur. Judges Andrews and Rapello,of the most available man. In regard to (usion
If unreformod Utah applied to Con- just south of Quincy, which weighed twenty,
forms of the national conventionof 1878 and the Stats Court of Appeals, were renominated. this year with the Ureenbackera,Mr. Barnes
Senator Miller presented to the cohventlon expressedhimself unqualifiedly In favor of It. gress for a place in tho Union, and is lx and one-half pounds and measuredfour
Resolved, That In view of the late prohiblto- his plan for the liberalization of the Re- With such a union of forces there would be s admitted by any time-serving party,
feet one and one-half Inches long.
publican
party, and providingfor direct fair prospect of capturing the electoral vote of
ry Icgitflation In the State wo hereby emphasise
God grant she may hang as a mill-stone
the ntteranoes of the platform of the National representationby the people in conventions. Michigan. Without It, Michigan was surely ReWhen a Saginaw man wants a dish of frogs
DemooratloConvention of 1876; that we are In On motion of a colored delegate. It was de- publican. Ho thought that the majorityof both around the neck of every politicionwho
eded
that
the
colored
voters
should
have
a
ho
takes a basin and s carving fork, goes out
the
Democratic
ami
National
parties
were
in
favor of tho lllierty of Individualconduct unrepresentativeupon tho electoral ticket. A favor of such a union. In such an event the favors the conspiracy to give the Amervexed by sumptuary laws.
Into the street in front of his residence,and,
Resolved, That the Democracy of Iowa re- resolution was also adopted that the next Na- electoralticket would probably be divided, as ican Bluebeard a seat by the side of
affirm the resolution of our last State conven- tional Republican Convention should be re- was the case In Maine in 1880. He beUeved the Washington.—Joseph Cook, Boston, cautiously pushing the paving block to qne
tion in favor of a Uriff for revenue— a gradual quested to provide that In future nationalcon- Fusionlsts would be.able to hold the Congrestide, in a few moments spears all the family
Lecture.
ventions’ representatives should be proportion- sional districtscarried by them in 1882.“
and persistent reductionof tariff duties.
oan
get away with in a week.
ate
to the number of Republicanvoters and ConResolved, That In Samnel J. Tilden and his
We want simplicity of life, frugality,
gressional districts,respectively.
The resoluofficial record we recognize a man and platform
The New York RepublicanConvention.
The Methodist EpiscopalChurch Building,
modesty, industry and system. If we
combined, and oaewho representsmore than tions Indorse the President'sadministration,
New York World: “ The convention at Utica
In Saginaw City, was totallydestroyed by
any other Democrat the principlesof the call for the repeal of tho silver coinage act, decould
introduce
these
virtues
into
our
Democracy, and whose name Is a guaranty of mand protectionof national Industries, and made Mr. Edmunds a prominent candidate for
condemn the Demooratlo party for fts proposed President. Ho may now be regarded as Mr. higher society, we should diminish the fire. It was built twenty years ago, and the
victory.
The allusion to Tilden was the occasion of in- revision of the tariff laws. When tho reference
despair, envy, jealousy,dissipation and society had just completed arrangements for
Arthur’s heir. The fight henceforthIs between
tense enthusiasm and repeated cheers. A more to President Arthur was read there was loud and
suicides of the single, and the bicker- s new structure. Loss, 910,000; Insured lor
Blaine
and
Edmunds.
Not
only
were
the
Presiemphatic
empnauc resolution on
on the
me prohibition
promo ilk question long-continuedapplause, and, In response to a
was offered as a minorityreport, but
but was Anally call for throe cheers, they were given with a will dent’s friends compelled to sabintt to the elec- ings, wretchedness and divorces of the 16,000. Tho fire is believed to have been of
tion of four Edmunds delegates:they had to
disposed of by referringit to the next State and a tiger.
Crosby, of Incendiary origin.
bear the humiliation of voting for roar delegates married.— Dr.
Convention.
__
Col.
___ ________
Keatley offered appropriate
who
besides
favoring
Edmunds
were
New
York.
Mississippi Republican.
resolutions npon the recent death of Gen. A. C.
Georoe Allen and Louellen Solomon, in
nonnoed first,last and all the time against
Dodge, the pioneer statesman of Iowa, which
The MississippiRepublican Convention, at Arthur-Theodore Roosevelt, Andrew D. White,
As
long
as our school svstem cow- trying to escape from police officersat Sturwere passed with a rising vote.
John J. Gilbert, aud Edwlu Packard, the anti- tinues to be a stuffing macLine the asThe districtconventionsmet and elected the Jackson, selectedthe followingdclegates-atgis, hid in a hay-stack, where Allen comArthur Republicans."
following delegates and alternates to the nation- large to the Chicago convention: Branch K
Now York Times : “The Utica convention has saults will be made. Reform need not monoed to smoke. The stack took fire, and
al convention:
Bruce (colored),James Hill, J. M. Bynum, and settled nothing. It has not settled Mr. Blaine. be revolutionary. Too many things
First District— Delegates:George R. Smith,
the woman Solomon waa frightfully burned.
T. Beck, all for Arthur. Fourteen district Mnoh less has it settled Mr. Arthur. Bat It has
Van Boren County; John Walbank, Henry R.
delegates were chosen, thirteen of whom are for named as delcgates-at-large to the Chicago con- are taught; sweep at least one third of Allen was severely soorehed.He may reCounty. Alternates:George Jamison, Lou- Arthur and one for Logan. Sevenof the district
vention four Republicansof Intelligence,inde- the “ologies” off the schedule and teach cover; his companion will die.
isa County, and E. A. HowarcLJeffersonCounty.
delegatesare negroes. Ex-Senator Bruce ad- pendence, and representativecharacter, who
Second -Delegates:W. F. Brennan,Muscadressed the convention,and in a conservative can be relied npon to speak at the great council the others more leisurely and more
tine; L. B. Wadleigh, Clinton. Alternates;H. speech advised against Instructing the delegates
Eight years ago Thomas Britton, of Doof the party In the name of the thousands of In- thoroughly and less mechanically.—
G. Locart, Jones County : Dr. N. B. Cotton, Ceto
the
Chicago convention. The resolu- dependent voters In this State, whose support MinneapolisTribune.
rand, Shiawassee County, had his cow stolen.
dar County.
tions urge the Importance of the Mississippi as cannot be had for a candidate thrust npon the
A few days ago a man oamo to him and said
Third— Delegates:F. Schroeder,Dubuque; P. a highway and the necessityof its Improveparty by machine effort or for a candidate of
It is scarcely possible to estimatethe
C. Dlthlefscn, Grundy County. Alternates: E.
ment; express a belief in the policy of protec- unclean record."
be had been converted at the Free Methodist
M. Carr, Delaware;
LOwery, Bremer.
effect upon the social status of women
tion as calculated to increase the manufacturing
meeting; that he had done a great wrong,
Fourth— Delegates : F. D. Bayless,Clayton; industries, and enhance the value of products,
in general which might be exerted by a
Blaine's Strength In the South.
A. 0. Doolittle, Floyd County. Alternates; M.
and that be stole a cow and sold It to a drover
and Jos conduciveto the prosperity of the laborclass of women comparable in manyB. Headrick, Allamakee County; 8. B. Chase, ing classes: indorse Blair'seducational bill; de[Washington Telegram to New York World.]
for 917. He now makes restitution by surMitchell
sided
intelligence
and
power
to
the
clare that, among the eminent Republicans
The World correspondenthas heard from a
Fifth— Delegates: George J. Boal, Johnson
rendering his only oow.
named for President, the Mississippi Republfcans
County: John Ryder, Benton. Alternates: A. have no first choice,but will heartilysupport any high and authentic source that the Blaine man- class of men who rule the thought and
J. Morrison, Iowa County; J. W. Terry, Linn
On Oct. 28 last Nettle Klrke, aged 14 years,
one of them that may be nominated; say agers have been conducting a secret canvass industry of men ; but suoh a class of
County.
that the delegates to Chicagoshould yield their throughout the South. It is said they women can only be created by equal a respectable school-girlof East Saginaw,
Sixth— Delegates : L. B. Perry, Monroe County ; preference for the general good, and, after care- have recoveredthe entire Arkansas deleS. H. Gibbs, Mahaska. Alternates: W. T. Dari, ful Inquiry, to cast their votes for the candidate gation and a number of States in the opportunitiesof education.— The Na- mysteriously disappeared, and no trace of
Jasper County; A. C. Evans, Davis County.
most acceptable to tho people of the Republican Southwest. It Is not Intendedto make tion.
her was obtained until one day recently, when
Seventh— Delegates : L. w. Goode, I’olk;J. States and the doubtfulStAtes ne. essary to the any parade of those captures. The delegates are
R. North, Dallas. Alternates: J. 0. Mah&nna, election;and indorse the administrationof to profess to be for any one of the candidatet
When a man has been a part of a her body was found floatingIn Ten Eyck's
Polk: J. E. Andrew, Adair County.
mentioned. It is believed,however, by the great thing, the greatest in American mill boom. The body was badly decomposed,
President Arthur.
Eighth— Delegates: J. H. Duggan, Union
Jndge Green C. Chandler in the First District, Blaine men that 150 of these Southern delegates
County; Wiltiam Bardley, Appanoose County. and Capt. J. R. Smith in the Fifth district,dep- can be relied npon to vote for Blaine npon the first history, what will he do? All other but no marks of violencewore found. It 1*
Alternates: N. C. Ridenour, Page County; F. B. uty Internal revenue collectors,were nominated ballot without any advance word of Information things are less, and however well he
supposed that she committedsuicide.
Gardner, Decatur County.
for Congress In their respectivedistricts. The upon the subject. This, with what Blaine oan
Ninth— Delegates;Dan Farrell,Mills County; other distriotawill make Congressionalnomina- command in the North, would insure his selec- does them, he seems a smaller figure in
From April 15, 1883, to April 10, 1884, there
Dr. J. M. Emmert, Cass Connty. Alternats: tions later.
tion upon the first ballot.
the doing. The pictures of General
A. B. Keith, Crawford; J. B. Ratkin, Fremont
have been fifty dramatic exhibitionsat the
Grant
will
not
represent
him
standing
County.
An Exciting Incident.
Virginia Republican.
Tenth— Delegates: N. B. Hyatt, Hamilton
on Wall street King a trade. Appo- Kalamazoo Academy of Music, besides sevNew
York
telegram : "A resolution offered in
Connty; John Cloggett, Cerro Gordo County.
The RepublicanState Conventionof Virginia,
mattox is higher ground, and the con- eral concerts and a number of borne enterAlternates: Dr. H. C. McCoy, Kossuth County; which met at Richmond, was called to order by the Seventeenth Assembly District Association
tainments. The larger receipts were aa folJ. L. Buttolph,Hardin Connty.
recommendingthe nomination of Arthur for ditions of the surrenderof Lee and
lows: Margaret Mather, 9587; Modjeaka, 9764;
Eleventh— Delegates:R. M. Guthrie, Carroll Senator Mahone, and Col. William Lamb was
his
legions
are
the
words
we
shall
reCounty; P. 0. Cassidy,Palo Alto County. Al- made Chairman. Four delegates-at-largo-r-Ma- President, excited John P. Fraser to Insinuate
Devil’s Auction, 9559; Silver King, 9680; Ada
ternates: E.C. Palmer, Woodbury; F.D. Higgs, hone being one— and eighteen districtdelegates that Gen. Arthur was in some degree answerable member.— i?c». Myron Reed.
Gray, 9475'; Thatcher, Primrose A West’s
were chosen. Four of them are colored and for President Garfield'sdeath. A dozen memBuena Vista.
bers leaped to their feet and shouted that be
eighteen white men. A motion that delegates
Of Interest to Hmokero.
Minstrels,9498.75.
Ohio Republican.
to Chicago be Instructedto cast their votes in was a liar and not fit to be a member of ti»
party. The resolution was then adopted."
A
gentleman
describing
himself
as
the
national
convention
for
Arthur
was
received
Hon. William McKinley was made Chairman
The boiler In the grist mill of Daniel Bathwith almost unanimous disapproval Each dis“one of the people fond of a good ci- rlok, at Davison Station, eight mile# east of
of the Ohio Republican Convention,at Cleve- trict delegation reported In favor of Gen. Mahone
Political Morsels.
gar,” assures the New York limes that
land. The various Congressionaldistricts re- as Chairman of the delegationto Ohlcago, and
Flint, burst with terrible effect The engineTiue Boston Travellerargues that Mr. Arthur
ported the names of their delegates to the Chi- the delegates were instructedto vote aa a unit has a claim npon the Republican party because a prominent physician told him that house and mill were completely wrecked, and
he has not “Tylerized."
cago convention, and their committeemen. on all questions in the convention.
from the practice of oigar-makers wetTwenty-six of the delegates are pronounced The platform, which was read by Gen. MaSenator Warner Miller Is blamed for the ting the wrapper with their saliva and portions of the boiler and building were
hone,
declares
that
the
coalitionists
of
the
State
Blaine men, fourteen are for Sherman, and two
defeat of the Blaine men in the New Toil Rethrown a distance of twenty rods. John
are without known preferences.There was a shall hereafter be known as the Republican publican State Convention.
biting the end of the cigar into shape a
Miller, the engineer, was burled beneath the
hot fight between the friendsof Blaine and party of Virginia, and that in the nation's affaire
spreading, and
John Sherman over the delegates-at-large, they shall act with the national Republican Thb Charleston Nnos and Courier thinks it loathosome disease
ruins, and was rescued in a dying condition.
its nominees for President recognizee the kindly hand of President Arthur that he knew of several cues. “Somethe Sherman cohorts coming off victorious,
Three other persona, who were near the
In the discontinuanceof the political prosecuand^loe
President.
The
platform
also
declares
by scouringthree of the four delegates.The
what alarmed,” he continued, “I mantions in South Carolina.
delegates-at-lsrge are Marcus A. Hanna of Cleve- in favor of free edneationand liberal appropribuilding when the explosion occurred, were
New York's Independent Republicans have aged to visit a number of factories. Injured,but not dangerously.The look ocland, Jndge West of BeUefontalne,
Hon. William ations of the surplusGovernmentrevenue for
McKinley of Canton, and Jndge J. B. Foreker of educationalpurposes; demands a protective decided to send a committee to Chicago "to Two-thirds of the cigar-makers, 'I found,
casioned by the disaster is estimated at about
Cincinnati. Four colored men were chosen as tariff in thei Interests of national industries; notify the Republican Convention that, under
can Blaine carry that Bute.*’ danb the whole end of the cigar with 98,000. The explosion was caused by low
alternates.J. S. Robinson, of Hardin connty, cordially indorses President Arthur’s policy, no circumstances,
which
is characterized as conspicuously
conservwss nominated for Secretary of State; Chief JusThe circus war has led a Philadelphia paper their saliva. Thinking that Cuban
ative and entitled to the respect and confidence
water In the boiler.
tice W. W. Johnson was renominated for Justice
to nominate the followingticket: Tor Presi- workmen might not do it, I visited
ef the nation, and concludeswith an emphatic
of the Supreme Court: 0. A. Flidringer, of Defident, Phlneas T. Barn urn; for Yioe Preslden
preference
for
his
nomination
at Chicago.
places
where
they
were
employed,
and
ance. was nominated for member of the Board
Adam Forepaugh; platform, the enoouragemem
Health In Michigan.
of Public Works. The followingresolutions
found that not only did they use their
of truth.
Maine
Greenback.
were adopted
Reports
to
the
State Board of Health, Lanstax,
Mr. McAdoo, a young Congressman from New saliva to make the wrapper stick, but
The Republicanparty approves the policy of
Col C. S. Emerson waa called to preside over
Totoctionin all economic legislation,and it the Maine State Greenback Convention,which Jersey, recently denouncedthe nubile bpiM- that most of them, before wrapping, by observers of diseases in differentparts of the
ing log rollersof the House as "a syndicate of
State show the principal diseases which caused
favors its application without discrimination to
bit the end of the cigar into shape with
American industries, thereby securing employ- assembled at Lewiston. Three hundred and selfishness acting under a system of legalized
most sickness in Michigan during the week
local
larceny."
their teeth. As the physician informs
ment at remunerative wages to American labor. twelve delegates were In attendance. Ex-Gov.
The Boston Olobe says yon might as well try me that many of the cigar-makers have ending April 19, 1884, as follows. Number of obThat 11 is in favor of collecting an adequate Plaisted left for home before the convention
servers beard from, 41:
revenue to defray the proper and economicalex- was called to order, having failed in his efforts to find a white blackbird as to entertain the
penses of tho Govemmentfrom duties npon to bring about a fusion with the Democrats. Idea that a Massachusetts delegation In a na- sore months from disease, it is a danforeignimports and proper internal taxation, Ex- Congressman Ladd, however, remained tional conventionwill ever be found voting toe gerous as well as a beastly habit.”
and that it condemns the Democratic doctrine
loctrineof with the hope of being nominated fpr Governor, the winning man.
S!
This is horrible, if true ; and we fear
tariff for revenue only as destructiveto the but in this he was worsted, tho Rev. Dr. H. B.
Republicanconventionswere held In each of
business In to rents of the country, and that the Eaton, of Camden, getting the honor. A the Congressionaldistricts of_ Maryland last it is true to some extent. From per- Diseases In Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.
doctrine of the Democratic party favoring put- resolution was Introducedearly lu the session, week, and two delegatesto Chicago were se- sonal observation we know that cigarting what is improperly muled raw material, pronouncing against fusion with “either of the lected in each. Of these nine are for Blaln*.
makers in Cnba do manipulate their
suen
ion as pig Iron,
'
wool, etc., on the free list is old parties, open or secret."and after a lively two for Arthor, and one for Edmunds.
dangerous,and if carried ont will be destructive debate was
waa adopted.
'
Toe platform points The AlleghenyConnty (Pa.) Greenback- work with a touch of saliva. Not many
of tho best Interests of the nation.
to the Supreme Court’s legal tender dellNeuralgla.
party met In convention at Pittsburgh of them do it, we should jndge; but
That the reduction of duties on imported cision
unanswerable Indorse- Labor
2 Bronchitis....
and
elected
delegates
to
the
convention
at
Inwools made by the act of 1883 has seriously in- ment of the principles of the Greensome do, and these huty workmen are
8 Rheumatism..
dianapolis
to
nominate
a
President
Resolujured the prosperityof an Important agricult- back party, and indorses the national platprobably the very fellows whose 4 Consumption of lungs...
ural pursuit in which more than a million of onr form of 1880. Resolutions were also passed ad- tions were adopted Indorsing Benjamin F.
6 Intermittent fever ........
citizensare engaged,
----and, unless this legislation vocating tho Government control of railroad and Butler for President. Morrison Foster waa mouths are the most likely to commun- r> Tons! litis.
he amended, the business of wool growing will telegraph lines; advocatingan income tax; con- nominated for Congressfrom the Twenty-soo- icate diseue. Those cigars, moreover,
7 Influenza...
• •• •••••••
be paralyzed if it be not transferredto foreign demning the employmentof children in man- ond District
which look the neatest at the smoking 8 Pneumonia.
nations; therefore we demand restoration of the ufactories, and deprecatingthe introdnotionof
‘j Diarrhea .....
wool tariff of 1876, which gave the first and only the prohibitory amendment question into party
end, and are therefore the most ad- 10 Scarlet fever...,..........
SMALL TALK.
ibstantlalprotection ever offered to the sheep politics. A fall set of nominations was made
am
mired by young smokers, probably owe 11 Inflammation of kidneys
usbaudry in the United
,
husbandry
for Congress,for Presidential electors,and for
12 ErrsiDelas .......
That the Republicanparty having aided labor, national conventiondelegates, mid all the delKeifer paid his lawyer In tho Boyington their attractive symmetry to this dis- is! Remittent fever.
liberating it when oppressed , giving to It home- egates and electors were
rere Instructedto rote for
gusting manipnlation. Yet it is a fact 14 Cerebro-spinal meningitis
quarrel 91,000.
steads in the public domain, and
id supporting Benjamin F. Butler.
Measles.
Dr. Tanner, the faster, Is lecturing on the that the most inveterate smokers are
schools st public expense for its childrenof aU
Inflammation of bowels.
Dakota Republican.
classes,recognizes now more fully than ever the
effects of alcohol.
found among young men who must be
Whooping coogh ........
great interestsof American labor, Its claim
In the Dakota Republican Convention, at
A New York company has been formed to aware of the prevalence of this filthy
npon the care of the Government, and its rights
of brain....
Huron, which was presided over by W. 0. Plum- manufacturecrazy quilts.
J.

Howard

i

—

wu

as

‘

as an

States.

.......

practice. Almost

want of stnoerlty of the Democraticparty in respect

tfi ere

to.

faithfully administered^

^Sut^eqmdd^

The people of this country consume 9109,mer, of Fargo, a resolutionwas adopted with
three cheers favoring Blaine for Presidentand 000,000 worth of patent medicines a year.
Linoolnior Vioe President, and the delegatee were
Notwithstanding prohibition, a large diginstructedto vote for them aa long aa there tfllery is to be establishedin Dubuque at an
waa a probabilityof their being nominated.
early day.
N. E. Nelson, of Pembina, and Col J. L. Jolly,
Dr. McCobh, of Princeton, knows someof Clay, were elected delegateeto the Chicago
convention. Byron E. Pay, of Brookings,and thing about colleges. He has attended ten
Robert E. Wallaee, of Stutsman, being chosen and graduated at six.
as alternates.Resolutionswere adopted by a
Hr far the greatestnumber of fires recordrising vote indorsing Arthur's administration,
instructingthe delegateefor Blaine, favoring ed In London during the past year are chargethe division of Dakota and the admission of the able to the tallow dip.
eonth half. There waa a bitter fight between
Gen. John 8. Berry, of Baltimore, has lost
the delegatee from the northern and southern his venerable charger, "Sam," aged 89 years
sections of the State for the organizationand
11 months and 17 days.

rights Kal claHaew’ofdtiSens under* the guaranties of the law and Constitution in all puts of
the United State*, and it also demands that
the electivefranchise shall be respected to the end
that every voter shall have a free ballot,which
shall be honestly counted.
That we heartily approve and indorse the administrationof President Arthur, both in his control of the convention, resulting In a victory
foreign and domestic policy.
for the northern sectionby a bare majorityof

Michigan
The Michigan Republican State Convention
was held at Grand Rapids, CongressmanBoswell G. Horr acting as teronorery Chairman.M.
charged tho daties of Secretary. The roll eaD
ahosretVnodelegates in attendauM. There waa

all

those who manu-

who deal in cigars,
smoke cigars. We don't quite see

facture cigars, or
also

M Dysentery..............
23 Membraneouscroup.
.

how they can do

it,

but they do.— buf-

falo Express.

Two

Pointers.

A Philadelphiaspeculator who knew
coachman had a few hundred
dollars and wu sometimes interested

that his

in stocks, observed to him one morning

.

.

Typhoid fever (enteric)...
Cholera morbus.
For the week ending April 19. 1884, the reports
indicate that Inflammationof the brain, pneumonia, and erysipelas increased, and that remittentfever, diarrhea, and Intermittentfever
decreasedIn area of prevalence.
At the State capital the prevailing winds daring tho week ending April 19 were southeast;

:

“James, a few of ns speculatorshave
formed a syndicate to boom the stock
New York is to expend 990,000 in enlarging of the V. & V. Railroad.”
its jail, known as the Tombs. One hundred
"Yee’r.”
cells are to be added.
“I simply drop yon a hint aa a pointA
good-looking,well-dressed
welMressed man
er
to buy on.”
who presided over
caught on Broadway, New York, squirting
“Thankee, sir; bat a few of os coachat Hartford,ex- OH on people's clothes from a small can conmen and butlers have formed a syndias to the Presl- cealed in his hand^.
cate
to bear the stocka of that very line,
“Young ladles" will wait on table at Fire
and I wu going to say to you yesterand toe Isles of Shoals this nmaer
and college students wfll bs “tray day that youYd better stand from
at asvernloC tbs Whits '
under,”

.-«) Md the relative humidity were more,
the day and the night ozone less.

Including reportsby regularobserve
diphtheria was reported present
week ending A^il 19, and since, at 8

(there,

the

wu

u

undet suspension of the rules by aeoi

tl.
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WILLIAM

diseases,are quickest ^ired by cleansing

Saiurday,

May

Alabastine, Whitiog and Colors in

For

A full attendanceal

3, 1884.

the sessionsef the

Colds, Croup,

Mr. Houbiman Lhs received a letter
from tbe postmaster general saying the
department would advertisefor bids to
establisha mail route between Saugatuck
and Graafscbap, aervice to commence

Mich.,

desirable. It

is

wise

West.

It may- be that the

in this

HEROLD NEW FIRM!

E.

movement. The

and get the genuine.

The

is

disposition to

in

discouraged

be

has just received • large stock of the latest
styles ef Ladies' and Gentlemen’s

Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
large and small cans at
Krbmbks & Banos.

Church there. Cue hour

stitutionsof tbe

spent in looking

FEIHS &

Have just received

CO.

prices.

Hope

of

at the buildings

Black Virginia oil which are sold
low

new stock of

a

BOOTS & SHOES Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

A meeting in tbe West will be worth all
For machine oils go to tbe drug store of
it may cost. The Synod ought to visit
DR. W. VAN PUTTEN he has all kinds
Holland and see tbe settlement and tbe in- Including Lard oil, Golden Machine oil,

ar-

F.

ge te tbe

te

band of God

magnify the expense should

1st.

rested by Sheriff Vaupell last Saiurday at

is

Asthma, Bronchitis

and Sore Throat use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,

Waltbr and Horace Roberta were

y

Kremkrb & Banos.

Genera] Synod in June, at Grand Rapids,

July

Store.

Drug

oil, go to the Central

the bleed with Ayer's Sarsaparilla.

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

For

Boils, blotches, pimples. and all akin

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

among which

which they

arc'tbe celebrated

will sell at the lowest prices.

Highest market prices paid for

very

at

13-2t

GROVER HAND SEWED

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

8t. Joseph, for slugging John Verhoeks

College would produce such convictions
Paint Brushes and Whitewash Heads of
our as cannot be attained by columns of all descriptions and of ever quality can be
county jail and were fully Identified by printed arguments.— CAmfion Intelligencer had at the drug store of
DR. W. VAN
13-2t
Verhoeks.
Never Neglect a constipatedcondition
Notice.
Qua forest fires which raged so furiously of the bowels, or serious results surely
Clerk’s
Office,
City of Holland,
north of this place the fore part of this follow, such as piles, aud impure blood.

Grand Haven. They were taken

at

SHOES.

ta

PUTTEN.

1884.

guished tbe flames and no further damage is anticipated.

Beldt started their brick yard this

week

crowding the season this year.
Late summer or a long dry autumn is
were

usually the period of this advent, but this
year tbe northern forests commenced to

burn almost before tbe snow

melted un-

is

Tbe rains of
of the week have extin-

der their leaflessbranches.

the last part

& Van

ATTENTION
CALL AND SEE US^
NO.

of

ties

_

Affictloai,

for

what

us,

is

Their complete and perfect cure accom.
plished in a few hours, with a degree
of certainty that challenges dispute.For tale by
all druggists.Price tl. Ask for circular.
JAMES E. DAVIS & CO., Agent., Detroit.
p

NEKVINa

DUPONT

it

for a

quick pain reliever.

overtaking us

if

all

these advantages are

made known and proper

men

Steffens,Pastor. Services at

9

:30 a. m.,

J.

you aware that all these
and 2 p. m. Sunday Sobool 3 :30. Weekly
advantages lay dormant at your feet
prayer meeting with tbe Third Reawaiting concert of action on your part.
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:30.

of Holland arc

Merchant

Shall this remain so?

A considerable number of lots of enffleienteir.e
fora summer residence, and beautifullylocated on
tne eonth side of and fronting on Macatawa Bay,
immediatelyeast of Scott’s Hotel, being oue hall
a mile from Lake Michigan, are oflered for eale to
the public at terraswithin the reach of all who desire a healthy and nleasant summer resort. Those
applying first will have the largest number to select from. For larther particularsapply by mail
or In person
VISSCHBR,
Holland, Mich.

Tailor,

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
Nearly

all

the male citizens of this city 10:30 a. m., and 7:3«)p. m. Preaching by

Thomas Walker

are more or less Interestedin the great en-

the Pastor, Rev.

now being introducedinto
our city, water works, and a great many
have some criticism to make either in regard to the size of the pipe or the depth
at which it is laid, and various other
points abnut which, as a rule, very little
is known by them. To thus reflect upon
thejudgement and fidelity of our Common Council and hydraulic eugineer, is
unjust at (hit time, and we hope that un
favorable comment will be reserved until
the works are completed, and the test

Subjects: Morning, “Christ’s consecra-

terprisethat is

made,

after

which, if anything is not

accordance with the ideas which any
have, they will then

tion to his chosen

Christ.”

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Congregationalsinging led by the choir.

and

Opening anthems morning

evening.

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

All are welcome.

Third Reformed

Church—

a

commencement of

Rev.

2 p.

in

may

m. Sunday

at

9

:30

and

a. m.,

A large and very

School at 3:45 p. m.

Morning, “The Lord

Subjects,

”

SUITIILTGS

In the evening there will be

have ju?t been received and *11 who desire a good
suit of Clothes will do well to

CUSTOM MADE

a

GIVE ME A CALL.

union service of the First and Third Ref.

First Church,

Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p.

and not
day
who have done

Our large stock of

m.

Sun-

RKADY-MADF. CLOTHING

he sold at bottom prices.

will

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

Examine our Goods before purchas-

school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,

“The two edged sharp sword.
evening
a mission prayer meeting
List ef letters remaining in the Post

May

J.

In the
Hou.aM), Mich., April 21,
will

be

ment, including Constipation,Indigestion, Dyspepsia,Headache, Dysentery,
and a host of other ailments,for all of
which they are a safe, sure, prompt, and
pleasant remedy. The extensive use «>f these
Pills by eminent physicians in regular practice, shows unmistakably the estimationin

W. BOSMAN,

1881.

12-ly

Dry Goods & Groceries,
at

McrwUut

George, Pastor. Services at
a featuretf recent numbers ef The Century }

May number
a portraitof

a famous wairior, “Chief Joseph, tbe Nez-

10^0 a. m.,

and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at

7

:30.

Subjects: Morning, “Looking back a hun-

dred years to

come.”

j.

NerveRebtorer

_
’atfBaATN&NniVlDlSRASIS- Ontymrt
Y~eurt

/#* Ntret AffteNtm.Fits, F.piUfty. tie.
INTALLIILBif taken U directed. No FUt afur
XAritday'tutt. Treatise and fa trial bottle free to
jPit patient*,they paying expresschartson box *hea
| neared. Send names, P. 0. and exprew address of
I afflicted to
I

Druggists.

Dn.KUNE.oiiArch St.TPhiladelphi.vPa.
OF IMITATING FRAUDS.

BEWARE

12-ly

Otto Breyman

are

picturesquely describedby Lieut C. E. S.

t

Dr.KLINB'lGREAT

Evening, “Can

men?”

Christ save all

meet

.InsanePenoni Restored

Bucklen’sArnica Salve.

Etc., in endless variety.
A

The best salve in the world for Cuts,

Henry James’s new three-part story
in ibis

number.

is

It is clear from

tbe first part of the story that tbe novelist
has undertaken to describe a new phase of
international society. Tbe short story of
tbe number Is “Rose Madder,’’

aud

illus*

trated romance of artist life.
Of specialvalue

among

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt

all

skin eruptions, and positive-

ly cures Piles,

or no pay required.

It is

always on hand.

I

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.

calomel or any other injurious ingredient.

A

Suffererfrom Headache writes :
41 Ayer's Pills are invaluable to me. and
are roy constant companion. I have been
a severe sufferer from Headache, and your
Pills are the only thing I could look to
for relief. One dose will quickly move my
bowels and free my head from pain. They
are the most effective aud the easiest physic
I have ever found. It is a pleasure to me to
speak in their praise, and I always do so
when occasion offers.
W. L. Page, of W. L. Page & Bro."
FranklinSt., Richmond, Va., June 3, IktCL

These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Goods delivered free of charge.

to accomplish
the desired result. We constantly keep them
on hand
nand at our Home,
home, and prize them as a
pleasant, safe, and reliable family medicine.
FOR DYSPEPSIA they are Invaluable.
to fall

17,

Holland, Juno

14,

1888.'

HI. BOOHSTE],

1882.

cines of various kinds, I suffered increasing

inconvenience,until some months ago
began taking Ayer's Pills. They have
entirelycorrected the costive habit, and
hare vastly improved my generalhealth."

Ayer's Cathartic Pills

The oldest established Stable

On Market

apaand

tite and digestion,and by their prompt

thorough action give tone and vigor to the
whole physical economy.

the city.

near Eighth.

I have the newest and beat
city,

as cheap,

Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.

HEARSE

in this

with the finest hones and carriages for funeral

purposes, which I will furnish

PREPARED BY
Dp.J.C.

Street,

in

correct irregu-

laritiesof the bowels, stimulatethe

if

not cheaper

than any party in this city.

1882.BOONE.
2Mf
II.

Holland, July tftb,

All experience the wonderful
beneficial effects of

OLD, AND

Jewelry, Watches,

DIAMONDS,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

MIDDLE-

Childrenwith Sore Eyes, Sore
or any scroiuious
scrofulous or }>pu;yphilltic taint, may be made healthy aud strong

AulU.
AGED.

26 cents per box.

the popular illus-

WYNHOFF.

B.

The Rev. Francis B. Harlowk, writing
from Atlanta. Ga., says: "For some years
past I have been subject to constipation,
from widen,
Irom
which, in suite
spite ol
of tne
the use oi
of me<
medi-

YOUNG,

guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or

money refunded. Price
For sale by H. Walsh.

tod complete line of

•Dealer in-

Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and

full

CROCKERY

Sold by all Druggists.

Wood.

the store of

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery. White Goods,

J.T. Hayes.'

iSTOPPED FREE

going on in the stock of

These Pills are compoundedof vegetable
substances only, and are absolutely free from

Mexla, Texas, June

Methodist Episcopal Cburcli— Rev. T. T.

Portraits of famous soldiershave been

whose character and valor

ie

these organs, and are especially designedto
cure the diseases caused by their derange-

less instances as

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

Wm. Vkrbrkk, P. M.

begun

A Urge proportionof the diseases which
cause human suffering result from derangement of the stomach, bowels, and liver.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills act directly upon

have never known them

William S. Lawrence, Nettie Parkins, B. vices at 9 a. m., 1:30 and 7 p. ra. The
Scbippers,Georgs Smith, John Tuskins, services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
and Mrs. K. Van Vickie.
De Bruyn, pastor.

& new volume) is

AYER’S PILLS.

1, 1884: held.

Sarah W. Arnold, Mrs. Maggie De Groot,

and the frontispiece of tbe

Genuine Cyclone

B. WYNHOFF.

“I have nsed Ayer’s Pills in numberrecommendedby you, and

ing elsewhere.

“The communion of saints.” Afternoon,

so and are acting in good faith.

Perce,’’

of

our

Shepherd.’’ Afternoon, Covenant promises

fine line

ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
Van Patten & Sons’ store.

to ABEND
12-lt

which they are held by the medical profes-

D.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.

file in the

year previous to

Office at Holland, Mich.,

formation apply lo Fixter’s Stave Factory.

sion.

Broek, Pastor. Services

the work,

cast reflections on others

(beginning

Clothing,

blame theumlm

have been on

clerk'soffice for over
the

Ready-Made

work.” Evening, “The

Woman of Samaria preaching

in

Jones.

for Churches, when a missionarysermon will
not having examined the plans and speci- be preached by Rev. N. M. Steffenr.
ficationswhich

and dealer

Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolls, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heuding Bolls 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further in-

ANDERSON’S CAMPING GROUND.

BOSMAN,

W-

Elm

or to G.

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.

efforts made to

reap the benefits thereof? Business

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver tbe year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

SMy

Brown and White Leghorns.
EGOS tl.50 per SETTING.

to prevent the same success

other

^“''Nervous Headache.

bad his font badly jammed. Thomas’
watsr transportation,and Eelectiic Oil cured It. Nothing equal to

with excellent farming country all around

and all

Acute or Chronic

Lumbago, Sciatica and

leading out in all directions,with a

good harbor

13, 1884.

NEURALGIA,

^dwrtissements.

HOLLAISTD, MICH.

Woodsmen.

HEROLD j

Rheumatism PilnM VffTOU

PUTTEN.

CH AS.

Farmers and

EIGHTH STREET.

Uollavd, Mich., March
If you wish a bargain in Paints, While
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White-

and are making twenty thousand brick
benefits of manufacturing enter- per day. In about two weeks they will
wash brushes, call at
prises are beautifully illustrated in tbe have a large number ready for market.
Kurmehs & Bangs.
Good judges say that the brick is of the
case of Owosso, Mich. Five fears ago
very best quality and color.
Those who desire to use oils and paints
she gave a bonus for a manufactory,and
Dangremond& Nykrrk, who bought of the best kind will do well to purchase
now, although devoid of water transporDR. W. VAN
13-2t
out A. B. Bosman in the hardware busitation, she has a large number of enterness here, are having a good trade. The
prises of the character alluded to, and present indications tend to warrant the
during that time they have increased the statement that they will not only succeed
here hut will also increase aud extend
population of the place over 2,000 souls.
their business to a degree that was little
If such success is possible in an inland
expectedby any of our citizens.
***
town, what arc the possibilitiesof our
breeder of thoroughbred
S. B. Durfey, male of steamer Arizona,
own city? With superior railroad facili-

Tub

40,

E.

deu

week

1888.

done.

&

Messrs. Costing, Smith

Call!

At the store opposite the “ City Mills.”
P. PRIN8 & CO.
Holland, March 28
8-ly

Repairing neatly and promptly

|.

April HO.
f
Use Burdock Blood Bitters.
Bids will be received at tbe city clerk’s
office until Tuesday, 7 p. m., May 0, 1884,
Hamilton.
for tbe hauling of materialand all team
work for tbe ensuing year for tbe city of
The “second brickyard'
brickyard’’ ot
of Kooivora
Koolvord
Teravest is being rapidly put in condition Holland; bids to state the price per day
for active operations. Tbe engine was and per load. Tbe Common Council re
purchased this week of B. Van Raatle of serves the right to reject any and all bids.
By order of the Common Council.
Holland and will arrive shortly.
Gko. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

a

Give us

Fjirs,

by its use.
Sold by all Druggists

; f 1,

six bottles for $5.

Secure Healthy

LIVER

action to the Liver
nd relieve all hU*
lone trouble*.
fmly •fstiUi; Vo Qripiig. MoiSBa AH8n|glfk.
•

Silrervan, fltkinn, mi

hue;

Hoods,

trated pipers is Julian Hawthorne’s de-

of Hawthorne,”
which contains much new and valuable

scription of “The Salem

biographicalanalysis.The continuation
of Mr. Benjamin’s narrative of the cruise
of

the Alice May deals with tbe west of

Newfoundland,— “The Bay of Islands, in

Calm and Storm.”

A

careful series of papers

by

Mrs.

Schuylervan Rensseiaaron “Receut Arch-

(Hold

We

guarantee that the Sherwin-Wil-

liams Prepared Palat when properly used
will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will
cover more surface, work better, wear
longer and permanently look better, than
any other paint, including white lead an<f

oil.

Kremkrs & Bangs.

Honable Fricea.

The largestassortment of

convinced.

FOSTER, MXLBUHir

P».

Thomas Hughes writes of
“Trades-unionism”in England; Mrs.

usually rich.

I

also keep on hand a largs assortmentof

SPECTACLES

Helen Jackson (H. H.) makes

ment of tbe

t clear state-

religious convictions and

Mormon women in an
article entitled“Tbe Women of thaBee-

consolations of the

Hifo.”

Millinery end Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,

—and a—

CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
Jersey Jackets, Gossamer Winter Prtofs, Hoep Skirls, Bustles, Cor-

the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.

sets,

All
Toe

largestassert men i of liquid paints
and colors in this part of tbe
ceaniy is kept at the daug stere of DR.
W. VAN PUTTEN. He guarantee* that
Gome and examine
tbe liquid paint sold by him will not crack
•r peel off within three years and If it trouble to ahow Goods.
in all shades

pease

.

.....

....

OO.. Proprleton,Buffalo,Hew Tosfc.

1884:. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884.

ever displayed ia this City.

thenon,” in which illustratioDiare given

FITS: All Fits stopped rrco dv
of the head In the Louvre, which, as he Kline’s Great Nerve itesturer.Nu fits
recently discovered, is a fragment of one afier first day’s u»'*. AUrvelwu* cures.
of the Parthenon marbles in tbe British Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle tree to fils
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,
Museum.
Phils.,
12-ly
In timely e«ayi, tbe May number ii un-

ft

DIAMOND HINOB

itecture in America," which baa long been

Alaiiastinkand Diamond Wall finish
in preparation, opens in the May number in all siiadts and colors can be had at the
with a consideration ef the merits ef many drug sure of DK. W. VAN FUTl'EN at
now public buildings. Dr. Charles Walds- priceo in at are inure reasuuablethan that
charged tor cmamou whitewash., Call
stein contributea an important archaeologiand be
18-2t
cal paper on the “Metopes of the Par-

Cures Dizziness.Lou of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Affections of the Liver and Kidneye,Pimples and race
drubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.

and Silver IF dtchen at Rea~

... bU,l4mg “ bl.VS;l Hou^d. Rich..

oar stock,

and Hair Goods.

Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, Card
board and canvas.

L &

VAN DEN BERGE,

S.

EIGHTH STREET.

JW.L

___

ii

_

_

i-t

_

.

_

HOLD

.

_

_

A 3MD

L£IOH.

Oub

joniwss.
(
Black bass

commencing tt

are

skating rink

is

still open

About the

“bite.”

Park

census enumerator by the

the

The Chicago

Common

Good.

The contractorshave

Wednesday even-

ary of the EpiscopalChurch, will hold de-

railroad

The

track.

give a “Carpet Ball” social next

day evening, May

__

($1,770.

always on hand-

Fish, Poultry and
The

last

in their season.

Wednesday night waa

promptly attended to by those who heard

___

and the probable trouble and sorrow of
A democraticcaucus will be held at the future was very easily avoided.
the office of I. Fairbanks,Esq., on next

y

_

I

Mr.

Dr. W. Van Putten has aeveral special

H.

He

spending a few weeks in this city. Mr.

this

demonstratethe

week endeavored

would not have

of

to^

it

insist that the

that

son

way

• • •
W ^1*8

around the /

*n

were

earth.#

learn that Miss Frances Goozen,

W. Goozen,
with scarcely any
hope of recovery. She is an estimable
of Zeeland, is very ill

young lady and has been telegraphoper
ator at that station for several years.

Dr. E.'De Spelder, of Orange City,

flames.

a Boston buyer and one to a gentleman of
has sold, bought anc

exchanged quite a number of horses
past three weeks.

Monday

another lot.
Miss L.

in

He

All the

many

friends of the doctor

-

him “good

in this vicinity wish

-

the change.

—

The Van Buren county

Holland, Mich., March

—

W.

learn that

half, has resigned his

who

-

Walters, a music

teacher o

to take instruction on the piano forte.

tes!

at-

Solid Gold

\

recommended as being a fine
musician and has had several years experience as an instructor.These facts

Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,

g

Silverware, Platedware,

$5,000.

Jewelry and Clocks.
I also

/

but wish

who have signed an agreement
ganize a Post of the

to help

U.

rather strange that

it

should take the

That the audienceswere small

8. mail service three days to^ deliver

sary fee,

$1.50.

is to be re-

which occupied the attention of many,

it

or^

My

The

depot of the C.

A W. M.

SILVERWARE
is

at

fire wea

Como

occasioned

Tbis should not happen in the future,we

are decidedly opposed to it. Alex H.
throw off your

making purchasesclsewnere.Their stock

at

their store.

-&

The

remains of Rev. William B.

and injuring bis nose

siderable extent.

That

to a coi

the accident was

well to consult R. Ranters

& Sons and

of a very

may

is

ducted by Revs. Drs. Phelps, Scott and

to be

be assurred that he will

ful inspection of all

make

sidewalksin

Is

not sufficientfor the

Fairbanks & Lowing, of Fillmore,

tutorship while connectedwith the coflege,

a little

saying that be had looked upon him more
and thorough performanceof the
hamlet about seven miles from this city, as a co-laborerjthaoas a student. Dr. Chas.
duties required and we cannot expect pertook fire from sparks from the furnace
Scott, made a few feeling remarks on the
fection.
-«•«>
which dropped Into some sawdust and in many excellencies of the diseased during
full

-

Work

-

on the well has not progressed

very rapidly tbis week owing to operations

hh!I’m US
Pits
a

i

a

short time the whole structurewas en-

veloped in flames. The

fire

spread

to a

life

and of

ring to

the

triumph of

many of

U

Is

ready to make you s gosd

OR VEST,

or to clean snd renovate your old and tolled
gsrmeati.

s

®

Repairing;

i
—

done
89.

1884.

s
H
How

9)

S)

is

for

ef

ID

0

Neatly

at reasonableprices. Come
yssrself.

Holland. Mich., Feb.

JP

£

and

COAT, PANTS,

and

s

Hill alive,

*

a

feeling, and spoke of the years that had
Last Sunday afternoon at about two been passed by the diseasedunder bis

a care-

this city.

o’clock the Hour and saw mill of Messrs.
His present salary

w. VORST,

Impressivecharacter being con-

congratu- procure one of them. It is a positive fact Beck, who were his instructorsduring life
lated upon and it is to#be hoped that the that they have the best wind mills made, at Hope College. The sermon, which was
'council will now take such steps to prop- and this is becoming more and more gen- deliveredby Rev. P. Phelps, D. D., was
an able one, the speaker exhibited much
erly remunerate our marshal so that we erally known.
not more severe our city

84-1

in

widow and young son, ana were taken
please us.
among which are those of C. Van Dls, of to the home of bis sister, Mrs. Alicott.
East
Saugatuck, Benjamin Plummer and On Wednesday afternoon at 1 o’clock
Our city can better afford to have perW.
E.
Hull, of Plumraerrllle,Ira A. brief services wore conducted at the bouse
fect sidewalks than expensive law suits.
Pierce,
Ganges;
H. Schootenboer,of Col- by Rev. Thomas Walker Jones after which
On last Safurday Mr. Peter Van Anrooi,
the remains wera taken to Hope Cbutcb
of Graafschap, while walking on River lendoorn, and others. This firm are pushfollowedby relativesand friends in large
street waa tripped up by a loose plank and ing their business in this line, and if ’any
thrown violently down on his face cutting of our farmers are contemplating the number. The services at the church were
his forehead

1S82.

Gil-

more, who died at bis late home

engine they will do

WYKHUY8KN.

H.
Holland. Mich., Oct. S4,

The North River Street

mills in this neighborhood tbis spring, his

a wind

NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CilUHCH.

building $500.

Messrs. R. Kantkrs
Sons have put- Havana, III,, on Friday, April 25, arrived
up several of their celebrated Palmer wind in thtnty last Tuasday accompanied by

erection of

my Stoek. Watches

see

and Clocks repaired on
short notice.

tents of depot is estimated at $300; on

goods is complete and you can certain-

-

mail at Hamilton anc

full

before

and

in

an engiue that was side(racked near by. A considerablequan-

them

tbis city.

\

by a spark trom

our ladies to call and too

unsurpassedin

Particular attention is calledyto the fact
that all my goods are fl rat'd ass and are
sold at low prices.

^

R’y

stock of

Hudsonville,burned at about 1 o’clock
Sunday morning. The

not to be wondered at.

mail ten miles from the sending station. get what you want

of

the V

quested to come preparedto pay the necesyr

gretted, but owing to other circumstances

of

line

-•

Grand Army of

The attentionof our lady readers is
called to the new advertisement of L. & S. tity of freight was consumed the principal
should be taken into consideration by any
Van den Berge, milliners, who have re- loser being Thos. Waite, who lost farming
who wish to pursue the study of music.
ceived goods in large quantities during implements to the extent of about $80.
We hear complaints of our subscribers the past week. The latest styles in la- The night operator succeeded in saving
at Hamilton who are not getting their dies’ hats and bonnets, trrmmings, etc., the cash, instrument, and part of the
paper until Monday. As we invariably can be seen at their store, and we advise books. The total loss on freight and conit is

full,

Spectacles!

Wf. have been requested to notify thMe

him

and entertaining.Prof. Bailey is a
thorough scholar and a gentleman.

all

keep on band a

the vacancy.

is

print and mail our papers on Friday night

dlMfOK*'**!

Wednesday ®

On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday Republic in this city, that a meeting will \
evenings Prof. F. H. Bailey lectured to be held in the rooms of Eagle Engine Co., ]
small audiences in Lyceum Hall for the No. 1, on Tuesday, May 6, at7:30p. m.

is

dealer In-

poerhouse, sit-

tirely destroyed by fire last

position. We have

1884. 8-2m

20,

g

W.

will fill

Co.

H. WYKHUYSEN

night The fire is supposed to have been I
Hewlett, the started by a crazy inmate. Fourteen ©fu®
faithful and efficient clerk at the freight the poor unfortunates were burned in the; !T
depot at this place for the past year and a building. The loss is $10,000, insured fof

We

&

Meyer, Brouwer

uated three miles east of Hartford was enluck” in

tive

next week, to arrange with any that wish

W.

^

benefit of the school library. His lectures It is expectedthat the organization will be I
for the West after were on astronomy and were very instrucperfected at this meeting and all are re J

Allegan, will bo in this city to-day, and

Miss

-

permanently locate in his new heme in

Last Friday Ed. J. Harrington sol< We regret to lose “Shorty”
nineteen horses of which eighteen was to success wherever he goes.

started on last

’84.

be

present in tbis city settlingup Engineer of the Department.A good
old accountsand making preparations to tendance is requested.
la., is at

net yet heard

this localityin the

SEARS,
3,

person for appointment as Chief P*

select a

re-

ceived at the

this issue

Columbia Fire Engine Co., No. 2, on Wednesday evening,
May 7. The object ef the meeting is to

ent.

Iowa.

The alarm of fire given last Tuesday
night was caused by fire breaking out
afresh in the ruins of the saw mill of E.
J. Harrington which was burned some
weeks ago. The fire department was on
. hand promptly and extinguished the

general line of furniture, just

held at the rooms of

daughter of station agent J-

Muskegon. “Ed"

L. C.

Houand, Apr.

A Fire Departmentmaeting will

afternoen. A large attendancewas pres

We

a

-

LOUNGES,

Cheap Cash Store

several special notices setting forth the

cl)urcl1 of which
Rev. Mr. Bos is pastor, on last Tuesday

v*ceB

and

GIVE ME A CALL!

however, and Pa9t Sunday morning. His funeral ser-

travels

-

City free of change.

G. J. Koffers, who has been a resident lhl8 Pa,Dl- They al8° have a lar«e afi‘
sortmentof paint and whitewash brushes.
^or a number bf years, expired
Give them a call.

fact that the earth travels

around the sun. Seme

Kremers & Bangs have in

hale and hearty old gen

of the

tleraenof 82 years and is as liycly almost virtues of the Snerwin-W'illiatns paints,
as E. J. himself.
giving a good guarantee to all who use

deserves a large share of the patronage.

Prof. Bailey

a

Meat delivered to any part

do not know anythingabout it.

-

and Barringtonis

dealer

FAH.LOH;
SUITES,

the Finest Drill Bee! is thie KuliL

railroad officials at this place, however,

B. Harrington, of Syracuse,

N. Y., father of Mrs. E. J. Harrington, is

sells paints, oils,

hn

___

notices in tbis issue which we advise our

cheap as any

BABY CARRIAGES.

it

7.

brushes, etc., as

Oame

cry of distress heard in the First

Ward on

Last Thursday morning the pumps for Monday evening for the purpose of elect
A dispatch from Grand Haven to the
our water works arrived. They were un- log delegates to the county convention to Detroit Free Press states that the C. & W.
loaded and are at present in the freight be held in Grand Haven on Wednesday, M. R’y had commenced to re-lay the old
depot of the Chicago and ^estMicb. R'y. May
track between this city and Nunict. The

readers to read.

and

LAH/D,

the pro-

waa the lowest bidde? specialty of eggs and butter.

ICouncil. The amount of his bid was

Wednes-

JPOttJg:,

Buwalda, has purchased

-and-

a

Zeeland. Mr. Buwalda will make a

of

and has been awarded the job by the

at the residence of

7,

Paper,

Salt Meat,

1

ZMIUTTOnST,

unusual drouth of the past few

P. J.

-

11.

Fresh

duce business of T. W. Bradfield & Co.,

for building tha water works building,

.

-Hanson.

Mrs. N.

BIack.

M. E. Church will

ladies of the

Walker
May

on Sunday,

Wall

to go to press— too late for

very refreshing rain.

vine services in Grace church of this city,

Mayor Beach has erected two tenement
houses on Eighth street just across the

fine line of

doaler in

received as

weeks ended last Thursday morning in

Rev. E. J. Babcock, general mission-

ing.

and very

now

Curtails,

The

censes from our saloons.

A fair audience attended the lecture at
the College Chapel last

Mich. R’y

A IsTEW

SEARS,

c.

publication.

Countv Treasurer Hyma was in our
city last Wednesday collecting liquor 11-

works. 7

& West

Zeeland correspondence
we were about

v

laid one mile ofl

l

$7.00.

Coun-^

be placed in the

is to

Clerk.

pipe for our system of water

\

of May

Bchravbsande has been appointed

P.

Citizens

will be opened. sells ticketsto Chicago at $400; round trip

John Dduuskma, «f Fremont, visited
Holland tbis week.

A telephone

Decoration Day approaches.
are we to observe the day?

twenty-fifth

Hotel at Macatawa

office of the City

on Friday

evening of each week.

!

and convince

_

4tf

tlu chance

Farmers.

Our popular wagon manufacturer

SPRING
HAS OO^EE J. Flieman

his death, refer-

Offers his superior made wagon* Just as caesp as
anybody sell them In Zeeland,snd claims that

the chief characteristic!

having been suspended on it awaiting the

row of bouses adjoining and it was but a of his life, his consecration and fidelity to
of Mr. Walker. On Wednesday little while beiore all waa burned to the
the work he had in band, and his making
. he arrived and made a careful examin- ground. The loss incurred by Messrs.
the best of bis circumstances in the midst
have received a large Spring stock
S ation of the well, and gave as his opinion Fairbank & Lowing is $10,000 with no inof his many trials. Prof. T. Romeyo

G.YANP0TTEN4S0NS

arrival

of

goods, consisting of
was- only half completed,175,- surance. fThe flouring mil! contained
Beck, D. D., who read the scripturesat
000 gallons of water daily could be used 200 barrels of flour and a considerable
the opening, delivereda very Impressive Dress Goods*
from it without materiallyaffecting the quantity of feed, the saw mill had a large
Cottons.
prayer at the close of the services proper.
supply. This amouul of water would be stock of logs and some lumber which was
Tiekingp.
A quartette of voices, with the church orequal to nearly 57 gallons of water daily consumed. The other losses will probabPrints*
ganist conducting, rendered some very apfor each individual in our city.’ It can be ly aggregate $5,000, partly Insured. The
propriate music, among which was a
Hosiery.
plainly Been then that in case it fully saddest feature of this fire la the loss of
hymn selected by tha diseased before his

Betierwagonin everyway,
rand will not bo undersold by anyone.

that, as it

Call

and

meets the expectation of the contractor
shall

have enough water from

we

this well for

t *11 domesticpurposes for several years to

life it

occasioned.

A

brave Holland girl,

Bliss Gertie Steggerda, aged 10 years, after

having succeeded

in

saving two younger

death in which the whole congregation

Jesus.” At the close, the large congreburning heme, gation viewed the remains which were

come, and that the only problem that re- brothers from her own
mains to be solved is whether to build and some property, was rescuingchildren
very natural in expression of countenance,
more wells, or ran a suction pipe to the in a neigh bor’abouse,whose parents were
and impressedall who viewed them that
river for fire purposes. It would seem to absent atiending church, and waa fatally
it was indeed a sleep in J esus. The funerus that the wells would be the most ac- burned. Her hair and clothing were
al cortege waa large. The floral offerings
ceptable aa well as the cheapest,if there burned off, her limbs bedly burned and
were numerous. The remains were inis any reason to believe that mere wells when assistance reached her she presented
terred in the Van Raalte lot in |oar cemecould be furnished giving a supply of a terribleand heart-rendingspectacle.
tery by the side of his three children who
water equal to that of the one now in She Buffered great agony until 8 o’clock in
bad gone before. The pall bearers concourse of construction.However as the the evening when death relieved her suf
sisted of Revs. N. M. Steffens,D. Brock,
matter is In competent hands, we feel a* fering and the spirit of a brave and heroic
T. W. Jones, Prof. C. Doesburg and Prof.
sured that whichever is beet so will It be. girl had passed into eternity.
W. Shields, and H. D. Post, Esq.

Also keens on band a line of

Corsets.

> H

Hamburg Edgings.

were requested to join, entitled, “Asleep
in

and Examine.

LADIES’ AND BENTS’

SILK

»

AND

HAMERCHIEF8,V

AND COTTON! Open

and Top

Buggies,
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"Oh, it's the groceries for to-morrow;
that careless boy forgot them. No wonder he ran away when he rang the belli
(Note- The pr ncip.il Ret*. heroin narra- Fetch 'em in, Silas, and leave them in
ted, i rourreddurlDtf the aammer of I8fll, when
the iallro*t brldRd over the Des Mol no a River, the back parlor to-night. Hannah
Iowa, wm swept sway by the heavy floodaj
will see thim first thing in the mornBY REBECCA RUTER SPRINGER.

Two

sat lose’ her, a mother and child,
In ih-i homo by the river aide.
In half lightened whlepere the time they b>
gnlied,
For fle ce wjs the tcmpeat, ths night dark and
wild.
And maily went rolling the tido.
i

ing!"

"Better take them into the caboose
—I mean the kitchen," said the captain.

"No;

it's

locked up. Put ’em on that

Whit makes your forehead smooth and high?
A soft hand a roked It, as I went by.
What makes your cheek l.ke a warm, white rose?
1 saw Rom -thing better than anyone knows.
Whence that three-oornerod
smile of blias?
Three angels gave nr at once a k sa.
Where dl I you get that coral ear?
God epok\ and it came cut to hear.
Where d <1 you get those a> ms and hands?
Love made Itself Into bonds and band*.
Whence came your feet, dear little things?
From the same box as the chern' a* wings.
How did they all first com ? to be yon?
God thought a boat me and ao I grew.
But bow did yon oome to ns, yon dear?
God thonght about yon, and so I am here.

POKER AT WASHINGTON.
Some Famous Games— The Hoe
Job— A Kentuckian'sThousand

DEVASTATION AND DEATH.
Meter
Dollar

Pot.

The "Tice meter,” which was intended to measure the amount of
Cyclone.
whisky prodnoed by a distillery, was
one of the biggest jobs I have ever
known here. A law was introduced in Jamestown Almost Obliteratedand Six
People Killed— Immense DamCongress requiring the commissioner

chair by the door. Ugh! I’m shiverin’
of internal revenue to compel the introwith
the cold air,” and the good woman
Madly went rolling the tide nnde’neath
duction of the Tice meter in every disThe bridge where the night train muni paae. sat down in front of the comfortablecoals : Your presence Is desired at the christening
tilleryin the United States, and as they
The two stopped to listen, with Quivering again.
party of our adopted daughter.
cost from $1,500 to $3,000 each there
ETHEL,
broitb.
"We’ve a heap to be thankful for, : Wednesdayafternoon. Jsnnary 30, 1884.
For the wxvee seemed ti tell them of wreck and
was a big percentageto be divided
of death.
Ce'craonyat
Mary,” said the captain thoughfully;
somewhere. The chairman of the comOf wie.-k and of doath-alast
MB.
AND
MRS.
SILAS
WRATHERDT.
"Y-e-s, I s’pose so,” sighed his wife;
mittee to whjm the introductionof the
she
w’as
thinking
just
then
of
two
little
The night freight approached, and came thunmeter was referred, however, could not
dering on.
If any one expected a fashionable
graves at Marblehead. They had been
be persuaded to report it back to the
I s wild roar outriding the blast.
Aorash-auda plunge! It his made its last made nigh on to twenty years ago, and gathering it was simply because they did house favorably, and
variety of
the vacancy in her heart and life had not know their host and hostess very
inn—
methods
were
employed
to secure his
For death and destruotiontheir swift work had never been filled.
well. The great, comfortablehouse was
done—
sanction. Finally he w’as invited to
At that moment a queer little wailing full of guests, but they were mostly peoAnd the mad waves went hurrying pait
cry rang through the room. The two ple of the Weatherby stamp; good, plain, play a game of draw poker, of which he
The yonng girls of fifteen, u springing, quick
started and looked at each other:
sensible souls who did not go through was extravagantlv fond, in the parlor
said,
"ynkes
alive!
What
was
it?
asked
life junketing and dancing, so they car- of Mr. Tice at. \Villard’shotel. The
"Oh, her. the train has gone down!
And with tremblijghands, and a face like the Mrs. Weatherby.
ried into any occasion of enjoyment in game was a lively one, and when the
dead,
"It came out of that basket,” said the which they participated an almost child- party broke up the congressman was
hs reached for the lantern that hnag overhead.
captain; "that fool of a boy has stowed a ish zest. And all the ladies purred over jubilantand the meter manufacturer
And said, "They must know it In town!
hand in the fo’castle— I mean a kitten,” that blessed baby, and all the gentlemen was sad, having lost $10,000. The next
and
he stalked over to it and jerked off button holed the captain and made liim dav a bill was reported in favor of the
"The) passt
passenger train, night express, Iv soon
meter, which became a law, and Mr.
dne;
the cover.
tell the story over.
What a terriblething it would lie
"By the great horn spoon!” he ex"Found it on the door step, you say; Tice sold a large number of his maBhonld it oorae on unwarned, and go eras bin g
claimed ns he jumped back about four f-o-u-n-d it on the door step? How very chines to the government. Of course,
down,
iown, too!
I must go to the bridge and see what I can do.
his loss in the game of draw poker had
feet; "it’s a baby
remarkable!”
by.”
Do not worry, dear mother, for rae/‘
"Mercy me,” said his wife; "where did
And in that very boat basket, I mean— nothing to do with its introduction.
Ont Into the night, and the storm In its wrath, it come from?”
Poker-players say that Gen. Bristow,
grounded as it were at my feet— the pretWent the child on her perilous way.
"From
the skies, I should say, that’s tiest wave that ever struck the shoals for ex-secretary of the treasury,can sit as
The lightning flashed fiercely across her lone
what the bell rang for. Well, I must say me — my eyes, sir!”
quietly behind three kings ane a pair
path;
The wind shrieked Its terriblethreateningeof this is an imposition.”
It was hard to recognizethe baby in of aces and not betray his feelings as
death;
Mrs. Weatherby was looking curiously its pink slip and coral ornaments, but anyone in Washington ; indeed, all of
Bntnoihlng her footsteps could stay.
into the basket; all she saw was rags, two harder to recognize the basket, for it was these stalwartKentuckians who refuse
Her lantern went ont; bnt undaunted, and bright, smilling eyes, and a little round one mass of flowers and, tied with rose
to drink sugar in their whisky play
brave,
head covered with dark hair — a wee bit pink ribbons, looked as gay as a i>ea- good hands at poker. Fernando Wood
She still presses on thro* the gloom;
8be knows while these lives she is trying to baby, des&rtev and idone.
cock.
had the reputationof having lost more
save
"I’ll go for the police,” said the capThere was only one thing that came money playing poker than any other
From the terrible flood, from a wafory grave,
tain, angrilv; "shiver my timbers if I’m near marring the perfect enjoyment of congressman. He was the same at a
Her mother prays for her at home.
going to have people starving their the occasion. It was when the minister, poker table as he was in his seat in the
8he reaches the bridge; broken rails, open ties,
babies on my door step when there’f pla- a pale, slight intellectual looking young House - a regular Turvydrop of deportAnd the dark river serging beneath!
She hears, through the tempest, the engineer a ces provided* for them aa are destitute. man stepped forward to begin the cerement, never taking off his coat nor
cries
The police will make short work of it; mony in which the "wave” was to have moulting his dignity. He might swear
Aa he calls for relief— and her prayers swlitly
Mary.”
a Christian name, and Captain Weatherrise ,
a little occasionally, but he rarely uuThat yet she may aave him from death.
"They won’t kill it, will they?” by called out:
lient even for this purpose. His face
asked Mrs. Weatherby in
horrid
"Ship alioy!”
The river Is angry, the river i* wide.
was a perfect mask, giving no indicatone.
The good man stopped and looked perAnd to cross It but few would d ire;
tions even if he held three aces and a
But she feels she musf cross to the other side.
“Well, no, wife; that’s against the law. plexed.
pair of kings, and he could bet $1,000
In spite of the storm and the tnrbnlent tide,
But they’ll take it where such waves (he
"Stow the prayer, parson,” said the
For the telegraph station is there.

!
1
l

a

'

,

a

meant waifs) belong. If you ain’t afraid
to stay alone I’ll run out to the next corrails
ner and fetch one.
Creeps this child with a hero's heart.
Her flesh la torn by the splinters and nails.
When the captain returned with the
And at times her courage almost fads,
policeman
he had to stop and explain the
The ties are so far apart.
exact spot where thgy found the basket,
At last— at last she has reached the shore,
how the bell had rung, etc., and so it was
And quick to the station flies!
a half hour or more before they got into
Her story Is told, the peril Is o’er,
And fainting and helpless she sinks to the the back parlor. There Mrs. Weatherby
floor,
sat with tne object rolled up in a table
While tears dim many eyes.
cloth, lying in her lap and basking conOn her hands and her knees o'er the broken

captain; "short services

on this ship,

if

yon please.”

The minister smiled and the ceremony
proceeded,and all the prayers and remarks of the occasion were condensed
by the celebrant into a single quota-

A Large Section of Western Ohio
Swept by a Destructive

age at Other Places.

A dispatch from Jamestown, Qreea County,
Bays: A terrible cyclone struck Jamestown
about

o'clock Sunday evening. Two-thirds

5

of the town was oompletly

ruined. Six per-

sons were killed, namely: Miss Stella Jones
aged

15,

of Ksoulapla Springs,Ky.; Mrs.

Ann

Carpenter,Letitla Jenkins, danghterof G.
K. Jenkins; Miss Kate Boteler;Mrs. Stewart,
a colored woman; a son of James Pan Hi.
Several werV badly wounded. Hundreds of
people were turned out of their homos. No
estimate of the damage Is possible how.

ANOTHER ACCOUNT.
It appears to have originated near Woodbine, a small town ten miles south of Day-

ton. Eye-witnesses describe it as appa'.llng
in its fuiy. An authentic statement is that
the cyclone was formed by the union of two
light stormjfilouds
from south and northwest,

which Immediately assumed the form of a
waterspout, rising and descending like waves
of the soo, and destroying everything In its
way. M. E. Best, of Dayton, who was near
enough to observe accurately,says that It
was fully an eighth of amilewlde, and moved
about over the country like an Immense
cloud of smoke, while everywhereIn Its path
the air was dark with trees and ruins of

houses. Forests were mowed down

like

weeds, and fences were destroyed for miles,
and it is estimated that in this county alone
at least twenty residences arc in ruins, to
say nothing of the loss on other buildings,
Jive stock, and farm property. At Alexandersvllle, six miles south of Dayton, several people are known to bo injured, and one
lady reported killed, while a sawAIll, barns,
and other buildingsare destroyed. Friend's
paper-mill and other buildings are badly
damaged, while a number of residences are
reported destroyed.Tho telegraph lines are
down In all directions,and roads are
Impassablefrom the ruins that fill them.
Near Woodbine the residences and other
buildings belonging to Edward Wheatly were
destroyed with other property amounting In
all to $2,000. Two farm hands are reported
missing. Brick school house No. 9 Is destroyed and the roof carried500 yards. Mr.
Harris’ house and barn were destroyed.One
child caught In the cyclone was carried
200 yards and dropped to tho earth
on a pair of nines and nobody could slightly Injured. Mr. Mitchell's house
tell he was bluffing. Yet he was not a and barn are partly ruined. Mr. Ridenour's
property Is badly damaged. Abner Harris'
successfulplayer.
Boyd Winchester, once a Representa- barn and other buildings were destroyed.
The names of other losers cannot be ascertive from Kentucky, would play all day tained, but, consideringthe large number of
and night, and for two or three days houses destroyed,there must be heavy loss \
running. He could always be depend- of life. In the neighborhood of Mianrtsburg j
,

there Is heavy damage. At Bdlbrook,
father and mother forsake ed upon. Whenever the boys wanted Greene County, at least fifteen farm houses
to get up a little game they knew they are more or less damaged,but the families
me then the Lord will take me up.”
had only to find Winchester to make up generally escaped by taking refuge in the
the hand. He would leave a commit- cellars. From Carrollton the cyclone took
a direct easterly course,and its force was
Au
Oyster Party.
tee meeting or a session of the House
Throngh ths darknessof ths midnight,threngh tentedly in the ravs of the fire.
not In the least spent when It reached
the driving rain,
Wilson’s wife had given him a com- to take a hand at draw, and he was a Jamestown, a thriving village of 600 In"Here we are,” said the captain in a
Throngh the leartnl lightning flashes came the
brisk tone. "Now Mr. Policeman, yon mission to execute, and, although he fearless player. Unless his opponents habitants, which is reported entirely dernshing train!
Scores of loving hearts It carried- scores of can take the youngster off in the basket was not the purchasing member of the understoodhis manner of playing lie stroyed,with only a few bulldlngestanding.
Meager telegraphreports state that four
precious lives;
firm, she thought she could trust him was likely to pocket a great deal of
people are known to be killed, while twenty
Parents with their little children,husband* it came in, can’t you?”
with their wives;
"It’s a nice boy,” said the policeman, to get her some oysters for Sunday their money. It was shown by the are more or less Injured. Among others, the
Helpless child en, sturdy manhood, youth, and
Ways and Means Committee that about residence of L. Wlokersham was lifted from
looking down on the tiny head basking dinner.
age were there:
"Now,
dear,”
she
said,
"you
must,
the time of the passage of the Pacific Its foundation and carriedquite a distance.
in
the
fire
light.
Some elate with Joy and gladness,some bowed
Near Xenia there was considerable destrucdown with ia e.
"Girl,” corrected Mrs. Weatherly. you must withdraw your mind from mail subsidy Winchester deposited with tion. Tho Soldiers and Sailors'Orphans’
Some onto their homes were speeding, seme
"I tell you what, Silas, I think I had those stupid philosophical studies and the Sergeant-at- Arras $1,000, and by Horae wf s badly damaged. The bam, launaway were borne;
But for each were prayersarising for their safe lietter keep the baby till morning. It don’t let the oyster man get ahead of some it was thought that he had re- dry, and other buildings were destroyed,
while the hospital was unroofed. Miss Harvey,
return
don’t seem exactly Christianto let it go you, for he’ll do it if he sees the chance. ceived the money from the corru- tion
the matron, and Night-watchmanRichardson
By some loving di«tant watcher. Ah, could
out in the cold to-night again.”
Now, mind, I want three pints of bulk fund. So he was summoned here from were injured, but no children were hurt.
they but know
What was lying just before them! Will they
"That’ll suit me,” said the policeman. oysters.”
Kentucky to give his evidence. He Between Jasper and Cedar Creek, on the
onward go
"It’s a good bit from here to the Fond"How
d’ye
sell the oysters?” said acknowledgedto having deposited the Narrow-gaugeRoad, the damage is great to
To the bridge— the maddened river? Was the
property, and at this point trains were
lin’s, and it do seem at home, sir.”
Wilson to the Teutonic fossil who was money, bnt he said he voted against the farm
child too late.
unable to move on account of the wind, while
After all her toil and peril, to avert their fate?
"Very foolish,very foolish, Man’; but head clerk and proprietorof the oyster- bill, and did not get a dollar from the others did not dare to pass over tho Cedar
Hal— a red light swinging qalckly— danger eighave your own way; only don’t let me shop.
company. • He finally acknowledged Creek trestle during the cyclone. In all diiiall See!
Yea, tbewlres have borne heir m ssage swiftly, be bothered by its cryin’, that’s all,”
‘‘Vordy cends by a kwart,” replied that he made the money at the gam- rections, south and east of here, the Beene of
destruction defies description. Whole forfal hfully,
said the captain as he peeped over shyly the fossil
bling-table,and, being pressed some- ests were out down like weeds, and trees and
To the nearest point of warning; and they learn
and stole a look at the "wave.”' "Gimme three pints, then.”
how brave
what, gave the committee quietly to smaller buildingscarried a long distance In
Was the child whose conrage saved them from
The next morning at 10 o’clock the
The oysters were duly dumped into understand that one of its members the air.
a watery grave.
[Dayton (Ohio) Telegram.1
his tin pail and a silver dollar handed could bear testimony to the fact. He
Women wept snd strong men shuddered as the policeman was on hand for the baby,
A very destructive cyclone visited tins
"Now, isn’t it too bad,” said Mrs. over the counter in return. After con- alluded to Ferdando Wood, and that
tale thev he >nl,
section on Sunday afternoon.In the neigh- j
How this fragile girl to save them had this peril Weatherby, "bot the fact is it ain’t
siderablemental figuring 40 cents were gentleman subsequentlysaid he was bo r hood of Mlamlaburg,Carrol ton, Frank- P
dared.
How— sea ce knowing how exalted was tho ready,” ami she slipped some money handed back in change. Another men- personallycognizant of the facts. Win- lln, Woodford, Rtdgeville, Xenia, James- v
town, Washington Court House, and
deed she'd done—
into ‘the man’s hand for his trouble,
tal calculation,this time on Wilson’s chester also told some of the me
members at other points the damage was apDeathless love and fadeless lanrele she that "I’m going to look over some things I’ve
parti
of the committee that if they wanted palling. The cyclone was first obnight had won!
put away,” said the poor little mother,
"How’s this,” he exclaimed, "I w ant still farther evidence he would summon served In the vicinityof Carroltonand
For no nsme In song '•r story
"and give it some decent clothes to wear;
30 cents more.”
General Schenck from the American Woodford, where it seems to have begun.
E’er wa* wreathed in brlrht-r glory
One reliable eye-witness says that he obWould
it be too much trouble to ask you
Than this child’s,who *e deed sublime
"Ye-es, I pelief dots so,” said the Legation in London. The committee served one cloud coming from the mrthwest
to come for it this evening?”
Shall be told throngh coming time.
German, scratchinghis head in a puz- very cheerfully discharged the witness and another from the south. At a point near
"Certainly not, ma’am, said the offizled way. "No; holt on. You got before he could tell any more. Schenck Woodford they moved Into *a vas* whirling
cer. As he went out Captain W eatherby
as light as smoke, which descendedto
dree bints, ain’t it?”
had been chairman of that committee, oloud
the earth and rose in undulations like a
looked up from his paper and winked at
and they did not want to injure its good whirlwind. From Woodford and Carrolton
The Weatherby "Wave." him. The officer Winked back and look- "Yes.”
“Veil, dot’s 40 cents py a kwart, und name.— Ben: Per ley Poore.
the course of the cyclone was easterly, and
ed venr knowingly at Mrs. Weatherby.
reports from Greene County show that tho
dree bints is den 60 cents ; ain’t dot so ?”
Ting-a-linK-a-liug, rang the door bell
Such a running and rummaging as
violence was not spent In the east when It
Country Butter."Why,
no, of course not,” said Wilat Captain Weatherby’s.
reached that section.
there was in that house all that day! and
"Talk
about
creamery
butter,”
said
a
son.
"There’s
four
pints
in
a
quart,
The captain and hi wife were Hitting in by night the baby had quite an extenThe town of Alexandria, six miles south
front of the coal fire in the back parlor, sive wardrobe ready; dressed out in the ain’t there? So three pints would grocer on Woodward avenue, "give me of here, Is badly damaged, and one lady
Is thought to be killed. A family took
the old-fashionel-sweet-cream-home- there
waiting until it should lie safe to leave, little tucked and embroidered baby gown only be 30 cents.’!
refuge in a shed, and one ohlld was carried
made-eburned
butter
in
the
country,
and aeeing many queer thingu in the that had been brought out and done up
"Mine friend, you cand blay dot
five hundred yaAe, but not badly injured.
glowing aahee. The "help”— tliev do for it, from the stock that once had be- game on me. Yen I wend on der schule like this,” and he laid a roll on the Sawmills, barns, and smaller buildings were
counter and proceeded to butter some destroyed,while further south the destruonot keep servants—had gone to InhI, and longed to those other babies who no der vos only dwo binds in a kwart.”
tion to property was more general,and it is
the house was shut up for the night. No longer needed them, it looked like a very
"Why, yon old fool,” retorts Wilson, crackers.
estimated that at least four hundred farm
one was expected and it was too late for different baby from that in the basket,
"Eh! what’s that?” inquired a cus- residences,to say nothing of oul-tafldlnga,
‘.T can prove it b/ anybody. Here
callers, so there was a mutual start of
"It ain’t such a bad -looking wave, Brown, come in here a minute. How tomer, "Country butter ! Let me taste are completely rained.
alarm on the part of the pair when after all,” said the captain, bending his many pints are there in a quart?”
it.”
ell rang in that sudden honest red face over it and holding out a
the front door bell
So more crackers were buttered,
"Eight !” exclaimed Brown, readily.
THE PRESENT TARIFF.
way.
“Vot’s de metier mit you?” asked the which he ate greedily.
rough and nigged forefinger, which the
Tin-a-ling-a-ling-aling-aliiig-ling!
"How much of that butter have you
baby instantly grasped, and laughed and vender. "Oh, Mr. Shonson, chust come
Official Statistics of Its Operation.
It was really quite hostly; Mrs. Weath- cooed over it.
auf de sthore vouce und dell de chen- got?" he asked, wiping his chops with
[Washington Telegram.]
erby said. "Mercy me, who is there, do
"Here’s the p’liceman,mum, for the tlemens how many bints vos in a a smack of satisfaction.
Mr. Nimmo, Chief of the Bureau of Stayou suppose?” and the captain replied: baby,” said Hannah, rushing that func- kwart.”
“Took the most of it home to my tistics, has placed In the hands of the Secre"Like :i3 not it’s a tellygram. ”
tionary in.
bought some, tary of the Treasury his report In regard to
"There’s six,” exclaimed Johnson, own family. CoL M
Then he went to the door. The wire
"Oh,” said Mrs. Weatherby, looking “either six or four. I don’t just re- and will be in after the rest. You see the operationsof the tariff sot of March 8,
of that indignantliell wan still vibrating greatly disappointed, "I’m not half ready
it isn’t easy to get June, clover-fed
member which.”
1882. It appears that the act caused a redy<£.
and the tongue itself had just stopped yet!”
"Gott grashious1” exclaimed the ex- cream butter at thfs time of year. Yon tlon of about 6 per cent, in the average i/tf
wagging and yet when the captain oj>eu"But ti’s only the baby, mum, they asperated fish-monger."You dinks I 'couldn’tfind a pound in any other store valorem rate of duty on Imports. Ia detail
ed the door not a soul was visible. The wants. One of the foundlings died last
vos a geese. I glean de whole sthore in town,” said the grocer very proudly. the changes are as follows:
Sugar and Molasses—Reduction,9.n per oenti
soft, light Hakes of the last snow of the night and this here one is to have its
“Send me up the lot,” said the cusmit you oud.”
Iron and Steel and ManufacturesThereof— 6.15
season drifted into his fijee, and fell cold place,” said the man.
During the racket which followed, tomer; “I don’t want any creamery per cent.
and wet on his cheeks. Mrs. Weatherby
Clothing Wool-9.88 per cent.
"I can’t hell) it" said Mrs. Weather- a policeman entered, and upon being bntterine after eating that. Yon can’t
Combing Wool— 11.27 per cent
was close Mind him, and exclaimed:
by; "the child won’t go till it is ready. told that the oyster-manwas trying to fool me on genuine butter. I was
Carpet Wool— 6.01 per cent.
"Mercy me! It was nolxxly!”
Its clothes aye not even packed up yeti”
Manufactures
of Wool— 4.62 per cent.
sell three pints of oysters for a quart' brought up on a farm. I was, and know
Manufactures of Cotton— Increase, L92 per
"Not even the cat,” said her huslmnd.
"You see,” laughed the captain, ”mv and a half, he remarked that the new good butter when I see it.” And he
cent.
"Old Prim can do a sight of mischief, mate there wifi want a Saratogy trunk
Manufacturesof Silk— Redaction, 8.01 percent
Superintendent was down on all these paid for his goods and went ont.
but she can’t ring door belTs. It was for that wave’s clothes before she gets
Earthen and China Ware— Increase, 13.11 per
“Where
did yon strike that butter?” cent.
eheatin’ hucksters, and so marched the
some iiesky boy, I suppose, who thought through with it. Say, Mr. Policeman,
German off to the calaboose,and Wil- asked a man who was eating prunes Glass and Glassware—Increase, 1.09 per cent
he’d play smart and then run for it.”l
just as soon as it’s ready I’ll send for yon
Spirits and Wlnos— Increase, 18.28 per cent,
son
went home triumphantlyand told and pickles near the stove.
"What’s that on the door step?” asked to come after it/’
id malt Uqnora a reduction of 69.01 par cents
“Down
at
the
factory
where
they
his
wife
abont
the
man
who
had
tried
The report which is a document of sevMrs. Weatherby suddenly.
"Jnst so, sir,” answered the man;
make it,” replied the grocer calmly. enty-two pages, embraces a somewhat
"It’s a drift,” said the captain. "I tell "just so, I’ll return to duty, and you can to sell oysters two pints to the quart.—
And the beating of their own hearts was elaborate statement In regard to the
Indianapolis Scissor*.
you what, Mar}-, there’ll be a nor’ easier let me know when missis is ready.”
ohanges In ad valorem rates caused by the
all the sound they heard.— Defroif tariff aot of March 8, 1888, and by the
to-night, nor’ east by nor’ with a wind
There was an amused twinkle in the
Fresh water fish are reared on every Free Press.
fall in the Import prices of commodities.
that’ll make the sails rattle. It’s gettin’ captain’s eye, when he saw how je’ieved
It contains also a considerable amount of
up now,” and he drew in his uncovered his wife looked as the man took hie de- Japanese farm where there is a pool or
statisticaland other Information In regard to
They
Never
Come
Singly.
brook,
with
as
much
care
as
poultry
are
hand, and was about to shut the hall parture.
the production of sugar, iron, wrxfl, manuin
French
cottage
yards.
Girls
go
in
The
father
gazed
at
the
triplets,
the
door.
factures of silk, and spirita, and wines la
All this happened a year ago. I Was
"There is something there Silas,” said reminded of it by receiving the following the evening with long wands to drive first born, snugly reposing in the cra- the United States. The report treats with
some particularityof the production in tbs
his wife, "right on the top step. Looks card, which wbs sent ont generally by the fish into roofed tanks, where they dle, and remarked to the nurse:
United States of the three great classesof
are
locked
in
for
the
night
to keep them
like a bundle.’
“Are
they
boys
or
girls?"
good captaid and his wife:
wool known to our tariff lawn— namel/i
from birds of prey.
The captain peered ont again.
“All girls, the little dears. What olothing wool, combing wool, and oarpef
THE DA BY.
wool, and the extent to which these three
"It’s right you are, my hearty. Sure as Wh-re did you com© from, bAby dotr?
treasures they are!”
of he eT®ryw)««re, Into the here.
kinds of wool are used by the manufacturers
_ Affected simplicity is refined imyou live it’s a basket,” and he touched it Out
"Yes,
little fortunes, as it were: little
Wheredld yon Ret yonr eyw so blue?
of worsted and wodlen
i goods, hats,
posture.— £oche/ouc$ufti
with his foot
Oitof thesl
skies a* I came thron.h.
thi
Missfortnnesi”-PhiladelphiaCall
and other articles.
tion*
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“THE THIBD HOUSE."

Breaking a Mustang.

Ladles In America
In an entertainingpaper in the St. Ita Good and Bad Members-Tha Remark- long before they reach middle age frequently
N'choJas, entitled “Among the Mu«-‘ able Experienceof a Close Observer ot find themselves suffering from some of the
TOII,
complaints and weaknesses peculiarto their
( tangs, M Noah Brooks gives the follow- Its Workings Paring a Long Residence at ex.
For all such Kidney-Wortis a great
ing graphic oecount of the methods of
boon. It induces a healthyaction of the Kid- Or yew Friends, f Bead the FellowWashington.
neys, Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system,
capturing and breaking the wild horse
laff Acceuat el a Care ef Stone In
[CorrespondenceRochester Democrat]
and strengthensand gives new life to all tho
of the prairies: “Biding at full speed,
the KidntfFe by the Uee of Dr. David
No oity upon tbe Americancontinent has a Important organ? of the body. It is nature’s
Kennedy^ Favorite
(of
the Mexicans career over the plains like larger floating population than Washington. great assistant In erixblishlng and sustaining
Readout, it. Y.)-A Disease ee Seriwild min, whirling their coiled lariats, It Is estimated that daring the sessions of health. Sold by all druggists.
ous and
should net be
or lassos, over their heads as thev fly. Congress 25,000 people, whose homes are in
When a New York family have trouble Trifled with.
Their horses are covered with foam, various parts of this and other countries, with the Irish servant, they try to Bridget
and often bleeding from the cruel spurs make this city their plaoe of residenoe.Some over.
Plain words are best Mr. Edward B. Hicks, of
with w£ich they are urged on. The come here, attracted by the advantages the
American Art.
Plsasant Valley, DutchessCo.. N. Y, baa suffered
earth trembles under the tramp of city offers for making the acquaintance of
Photographs, Engravings, etc., can be exmany hoofs beating the solid ground, public men; others have various claims which quisitely colored with Liquid Art Colors made long from Stones in the Kidneys.He sought relief,
as pursuer and pursued gallop madly they wi:h to present, while the great majori- from Diamond Dyes. Full directions lor this of course. Who would not? What are time and
beautifulart work, with a handsome colored
money to health? Mr. Hicks consulted the best
far and wide. Suddenly the lariat slugs ty gather here, as the crows flock to the carcabinet photo, sent to any addressfor lOcents.
rion, for the sole purpose of getting a morsd
through the air, its noose opens itself
WELLS A RICHARDSON CO., Burlington,Vt physiciansof his village, and also of Poughkeepsie—
at the public crib. The latter class, as a genand drops over the head of a terrified eral thing, originatethe many schemes which
and none better can be found anywhere—but unhapWritinq the obituary of an adversary
fugitive,the hunter's steed instantly terminate in vicariousbills, all of which are
pily, without a good result A friend in Rondoutadseems like a mean kind of revenge.
braces itself with its forefeet and drops either directed at the public treasury or
vised Mr. Hicks to go to Rondout and see Dr. David
Last year’s fashions are out of date, but
on its haunches, so as to make an an- toward that revenue which the black-mailing
of corporations or private enterprisesmay last year's friends are still our own. This Is Kennedy about his trouble. This Mr. Hicks finally
chorage, as it were, for the caught bring.
why Mrs. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound did. Dr. Kennedy ssw at onoe what the suffering
While walking down Pennsylvania avenus never loses favor; every lady who knows
mustang. And there is no escape now
man’s difficulty was, and that FAVORITE REMEDY
the other day, I met Mr. William M. Ashley,
for the captive.
Its worth (and who does not?) feels that the
was the medicine he needed. The Doctor prescribed
formerly of your city, whose long residence
“The hunter next blinds his prize, hero has made him unusually well acquainted kindly face of Mrs. Pinkham Is that of an it and Mr. Hicks went home withoutmuch confihonored friend.
dence In the power of FAVORITE REMEDY to do
takes a turn of the lariat around its with the operations of the lobby.
Having made my wants In this particular
forelegs, forces a heavy bit into its
Evert State has its "favorite son,” but him more good than other medicines had done beinterroga- only one has its favorite daughter— state of fore. Out hope clings to strews, and he thought there
mouth, and at once begins to * break ’ it directionknown, In answer to an inten
might be one chance out of many in hia favor. He
tive, Mr Ashley said:
matrimony.—77w Wwf.
to the saddle. How do you suppose
"Yes, during my residenoehere I have befollowed the directions, and wa> both aorpr-isedand
Very
Well
Put
the poor mustang feels when it finds come well acquainted with the workings of
delighted to find himself preaentlyImproving,lbWhy do we defer till to morrow what we day Mr. Hicks is a well man.
itself saddled, bridled, and straddled the *111101House/ as It Is termed, and could
you of numerous jobs which, like the should do to-day? Why do we neglect a
Dr. Kennedy oontlnuea to practice his profession,
By a tyrant man? In vain it ‘jnnap tell
‘Heathen Chinee/ are peculiar.
and performs all the minor and capital operations in
stiff-legged,'plunges, and * kicks.’ N<
"You do not regard the lobby, as a body, cough till it throws us Into consumption, and surgery. Write and state your case.
consumption brings us to the grave? Dr.
animal in the world has so many tricks vicious, do youl"
"Not necessarily so; there are good and Wm. Hall's Balsam is sure to cure if taken in
and antics as a pewly captured w'ild
bad mon comprisingthat body; yet there
horse; but man, its conqueror, is equal have been times when it must be admitted season. It has never been known to fail.
to all of these. In a few hours the that the combinedpower of tho “Third House' Use it thoroughly, according to directions.
A ntrsimv * un. Pm.
•A*.
- Ur.
Hr. un
uyi ot
of __
RMfo's
______
VooJ
poor beast, so lately a free and careless has overridden tho will of the people. The Persevere till the disease is conquered, as ills
“1 am My «? thU ortMTAtinn of
bad
Influence
of
tho
lobby
can
be
seen
In
the
food
lhat
It
hM
NEVER
FAILED
creature, a wild rover of the boundless
certain to be, even If It should require a
mo. o» fkllrdto ogrro wb*n ritM
numerous blood-bills that are Introduced at
plains^ is reduced to abject subjection. every session.’'
•Irirtly oceordlnyto my dlroctioiu.
dozen bottles. There is no better medicine
With K-nipoloutton, taoro nrod ko
Its spirit is broken, and, though it may
‘•But how can these bo discovered?'
for pulmonary disorders.
IlllloIrouhl#from bowoi comploloU;
and......
to thU I ......
oocrib*Ihs
sa
"Easily
enough,
to
the
person
who
has
still retain some of its native vicioustort that I hsT. now W » ,1.114
My Six-Year-Old Daughter,
-Ith «ny form of diorrho*or rholrrs
ness, it is the slave of its owner. Hence- made tho thing a study. I can detect them
Infantum.WOOUUCH A CO.,
at a glance."
Da. C. D. Warner: Dear Sir— I received
Manufocturen, Pshnor,Muitihuforth it never forgets the lasso. It
‘‘Tell me, to what bills do you refer?"
the complimentary bottle of White Wine of
MlU.
knows and dreads the sight of one ; and,
"Well, take the annual gas bills, for In- Tar Syrup you so kindly sent mo. Our little
if it escapes, there is very little diffi- stance. They app Introduced for tho purpose 6-year-olddaughter had a very sore throat,
culty in catching it again. But its of bleedingthe Washington Gas Light Com- badly ulcerated,and coughed almost inoespany. They usuallyresult In an Investigat- santly. We gave tho raediolnoaccording to
rider, too,- must never forget that the ing committed which never amounts to any- directions,and she began to improve imAOOn
hapless captive is only half-tamed. He thing more than a draft upon the public mediately and soon got well. Please accept
ork.
must watch it narrowly, for often after- treasury for the expenses of the investiga- thanks. Mrs. Groves and I have recom- GRAIN ft PROVISION
tion. Another squeeze is the abattoir bills,
mended It to others. I shall want to get somo
ward, when he least suspects such in- as they are called. These, of course, are of It at the beginning of winter,as I consider
submission, the steed he rides will try fought by the buteborsand market men. It u very superior medicine. Yours very
to throw him, and will struggle under The first attempt to force a bill of this de. respectfully, Rev. H. D. Groves,
Pastor M. E. Church.
the saddle as if it were but newly seription was In 1877, when a prominent C.arksville,
Washingtonpolitician offered a fabulous sum

WILL PAT
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Hops&Malt

Remedy

Common

axsauMmat
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BITTERS
ITBmiLOODFUm
Liver and Kidney Remedy,
Compounded from the well known

|

I

SX'MSi“~lS8,8£
I

THEY CURE DYSPEPSIAft UDIUESTIOIh
Aet «poa thsLlTtraadKliasjs,

Ibxguzjltb

bowxls,

They core Rheumatism, and

Uri-

all

As a Tonis they have no KqueL
I Iktoaom tel Hops aad Malt Bttton.
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FOR SALK BY ALL DEALERS.

Hops and Malt Blttera Co.

I

DETROIT, MICH.

PENSIOHS

SSSSIH®

•0 to SIS perweek,mskliiL' Roods for our Bprlug
and Hummer trade
titulars.HUDSON

..

TO SPECULATORS.

BROKERS.

Mo.

snared.”

Junior Vice Commander.
Mr. A. G. Alford, Jr., Vice Department
BaltiCommander of Maryland,G. A. R., Ba!
more, M<L, writes: HI have kept St. Jacobs
Oil bv me, and always found it a ready remedy for pains, aches and bruises. ^When
sufferingterribly a few weeks since with an
ulcerated tooth, I could not get anv rest,
and I applied it. I was instantly relieved,
and my sufferingceased from that time.

for the franchise. "
"Anythingelse in this line that you think
of, Mr. Ashley?"
"Yes, there’s the Job to reclaim the Potomac flats, which, had It become a law, would

have resulted in an enormous steal. The
work is now being done by the Government
and will rid the plaoe of that malarial
atmosphere of which wo hear so much out-

id©

the oity."

1

“Do you seo that man over by the manent?"
"Certainly.I haven't been so well In years
Postoffic© corner lounging so careas I am now, and although I have been sublessly?” asked Jones of a friend as he
jected to frequent and severe changes of
was exhibitingthe sights of the dingy weather this winter,I have not felt the first

egraph.
Be true to yourself ami then yon will
be true to others. A better record can
no man desire.
Many who long suffered from Indescribable
fool agd of distress, lame back, aching joints,
sore.-s swo.llngs, weakness of the urinary and
digestive oig.uis, unnatural feelings of weariueis, beailaehe,nervousnesi, despondency,
sleopiessneis,disturbing dreams, partial insanity, oio., af.er doctoring liver, kidneys,
uorves, and brain with the various quack
nostrums of tho day, and being nearly Irightened todouta by their a arming advertisements, quietly began using Dr. Guysott's
Yellow i.oek and Sarsaparilla,and wore
agreeably surprised to quickly find tbem6olvo> rcsvo.o.j to porfeot health. No other

remedy oqi.uis it
A ocn-itKNT ito.u rotors, of course,to tho
hole in tho boy’s pants made by the house
dog.

Eiinbst Kkeme, of Hannibal, Mo., says:
"SamaritanNcroint ourod me of sick headaoho."

*

'

the forehead, neither do they want to bo hairless. Therefore they should use CarboUne,
the great hair producer.

FROM A DRUNKARD'S BRAVE
Can b mJed'wUh*a?l"/lqui(?Sj
drunkenness.Ctebe
St for air Intoxicating

Partieshaving cattle for sale of any class,
please address, giving grade, numbers, age and
price, John C. Abbott, Box 2250, Denver, Col,

medicine that goes to the source of the
trouble. In Athlophoros a sovereign remedy
has been secured. It makes the blood healthy
state and drives disease away. Price, $1 per
botUe. Athlophoros Co., 112 Wall St, N. Y.

DU FOOTE 8 Original METHODS
m n CVCC MBde New without doc- or
ULU L I Lu tort,medicine org lasses

rupiurek^ksHOMI

>r?cof

The acrid and poisonous humors that creep
Into the blood and permeate the system oause
the swelling of the joints and Inflammation
of the muscles that are designated as rheumatism. This, with its twin disease, neuralgia, can only be successfullycombatted by a

ym.
1

Save Your Loved Ones

Cattle Wanted,

itself,

"During your residenoe here have you experienced the bad result*of living In this
climate?"
"Well, while I have not at all times enjoyed good beilth, 1 am certain that the difculty which laid me up so long was not ma“The Autograff BIzness.”
larial.It was something that bad troubled
Josh Billings hits the nail on the head me for years. A shooting, stingingpain that
at times attacked different parts of my body.
when he writes : “I receive every day One day my right arm and leg would torture
from four to ten letters asking me for me with pain, there would be great redness,
my autograph, all of which I reply to, heat, and swelling of the parts; and
the next day the left arm and leg
sending the desired signature. The perhaps
would be similarly affected. Then again it
matter has grown into a first-class busi- would locate in some particularpart of my
ness. To make it profitable one thing body and produce a tenderness which would
must hereafter be observed. I shall well nigh drive me frantic. There would be
weeks at a time that 1 would be afflictedwith
not be able to supply the demand only an intormittingkind of pain that would oome
to those who inclose a stamped and ad- on every afternoon and leave me comparadressed envelope for remailing. That tively free from pain suffering tho balance of
may be tuff, but it is so honest that I the twenty-four hours. Then I would have
terrible paroxysmsof pain coming on at any
think a barbarian would shed tears over time during the day or night, when I would
it It may pay a new beginner in the be obligedto lie upou my back for hours and
autograff trade to send his signaturein keep as motionless as possible. Every time I
an envelope stamped by himself, but I attempted to move a chilly sensationwould
pass over my body, or I would faint from hot
feel os though I had goto pe£ higher in flashes. I suffered from a spasmodic conthe traflick. If this bizness is did as it traction of tho muscles and a soreness of the
back and bowels, and even ray eyeballsbeis did now, in forty or fifty years more
came sore and distressedme greatly whenI will be expected not only to furnish
ever I wiped my face. I became ill-tempered,
each applicantwith an autograff, but a peevish, fretful,Irritable, and desperately
box tf pills and a $2 greenbackto pay despondent"
"Of course you consulted tho doctors rethem for the trouble.”
garding your difficulty?"
"Consulted thorn? well I should say 1 did.
Swept and Devastatedby the Floods,
Somo told me I bad neuralgia; others that I
The land inundated by them, will prove un- had Inflammatoryrheumatism, for which
usually fruitful of malaria, for the retiring wa- there was no cure; that I would bo afflicted
all my life, and that time alone would mititers leave ae a posthumous evil miasmatic vapors
which, hanging like a pall above the saturated gate my sufferings."
" But didn't they try to relieveyour misearth, bow fever and ague, billons remittent, and eries r"
diseases equally malignant. There Is sure pro"Yes, they vomited and pbyslced me,
tection, however, to l>e found In Hostetler's
blistered and bled me, plastered and oiled me,
Stomach Bitters, the ruling remedy and chief sweat, steamed and everything but frote me,
but without avail."
preventive of disorders caused by miasma.
"But how did you finally recover?”
Since the Bitters Is a tonic of perfect purity, and
"1 hod a friend living in Michigan who had
a means of regulating the system as well as re- been afflictedin a similar way and had been
newing strength, It Is admirably fitted to the cured. Ho wrote me regardingbis recovery and
wants of tlio debilitated,billons and nervous, advised me to try the remedy which cured him.
who arc ill-fittedto encounter climaticInflu- I procured a bottle and commencedits use,
taking a tablespoonfulafter each meal and
ences unfavorableto healtn. Rheumatism, disat bed time. I had used it about a week
orders of the stomach, liver and bowels, kidney
when I noticed a decreaseof the sorenessof
and bladder ailmentsare eradicated by this safe, the joints and a general feeling of relief. I
agreeable and benign remedy which specially perseveredin its use and finally got so I
commends itself for family use.
could move around without limping,when I
told ray friends that it was Warner's Safe
RheumaticCure that had put me on ray feet."
A Singular Position.
“And do you regard your cure as per-

metropolis.
“Oh, yes; I seo him, of course,” replied h» companion. “I don’t see anything remarkable about him.”
“Why, he’s a politician,you know;
runs the machine; in all the big jobs;
makes I don’t know how much money,
and juft how ! Why look at him ! Do
you notice nothing remarkable?”
“Can’t say I do.”
“Why, he's got his bands in his own
•pocketB]’—Pittsburgh ChronicletTel-

FashionableFollies.
Fashionableladies like to get a "new
wrinkle,” but they don’t want to show it on

MS«

remedy to rare (M worst
____
filledI* no reison for sot now reselvinf n ear
raoo for a trenUso and n Prra Bottle of pi
rrnody. Girt Exproos and Pont OSes. It easts }
‘ ‘ ng fora trill, ssd I will care
_
Address Dr. H. 0. BOOT. ll/PrarlSt.NswTo

NERVOUS ^n!!^RMSKL>&

CHRONICS^'^m)
Hires* Dr.

consume;

XX.-CAUTION -XX.
FUNNEL Qarmenfs

It BLUE

Of Inferior Quality of Goods

V

la

can

safely

recommend Ely's Cream Balm

for the cure of Catarrh, Cold in the Head,
etc. Before I have used the first bottle I purchased I find myself cured. At times I could
scarcelysmell anything and had a headache
most of the time.— Hknrt Lilt, Agent for the
American Express Co., Grand Haven, Mich.
(Price 50c.)

Pure

Ood-Llver Oil,

made from

selected

livers on the sea shore, by Caswell, Hazard
A Co., New York. It is absolutelypure and

sweet

Patients who have once taken it
prefer it to all others. Physicians have decided It superior to any of the other oils In
Last winter I found positive relief from
Catarrh, with Ely's Cream Balm. Was
troubled for years. I have no doubt a thorough use of Cream Balm will cure a great
majority of oases. -E. D. Norton. Ithaca,

Y.

N.

(Seo ad.)
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ordering the goods.
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SELLING

York : 37 Franklin fit,
Boston: 814 Chestnut 8k. mladelphla.

-PlCSS^VolTAIOHILT

and otter"

iiN^Y^YOU NOMOR

‘old, wbo'are suffer
tag from Kbbvous Dojutt. Lost Viraurr,
Wanwo WvAKimns, and all tVioee discs sea of a

Pwuosal Na
OtHta Caci
restoration to
~ Health. Viooa and
Ocaiaxtxed.Brad at onoe for
Pam phlet free. Address

HOP

this porous plasteris
aheolstely tS* best evsr
Bade, combiningthe
virtues ot hops with
gums, balsams and extracts. Its poww ie wonderful la euring
other plasters simply relieva.Crick la the Beck and
Neck, Pain In the Bide or limbe,StiffJoints and Xusolee,

PLASTER

Yoltaio Belt

In
In ray nert
uart

Maxii

(^Marshall,

0

MicL

LAME

BACfC —

CURE FOR

rPISO S

eared ioeleatlyhythe Hog Ptasfor.OTTry
oared
it Price IS caste or ire for |l oa
Mailed oa receipt ot prioe. Bold by
ail dngglstoand wantry stone.
Bop PlatterCompany, 4
Proprietors,
Boston, Msec

CONSUMPTION

—

O.H.U.

Chapped Hands, Face, Pimples and rough
Skin, cured by using Jdniper Tar Soap, made
by Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York.

CVPor constipation, loss of appetite inddleseeaeof the
bow& take Hawley'sStomach and liver Pim Borate.
in

(

No. IS— 34.

thin paper.

Piso’s Cure for Consumption does not dry
up a cough; it removes the cause.
Dr. Sanford’sLiver Invigorator purifies th»
blood, aids digestion, regulatestho bowels.

The short, hacking cough, which
consumption,

is

cured by

Pi

ABONAFIDE OFFER.
8(30,000 TO STXBfltOXtXBBEEtB.

leads to

bo's Cure.

ra

"Rough on Rats" clears out

TUI JUNE

THIS OFFER GOOD

Ip afflicted with Sore Eyes, use Dr. Isaac
Thompson’s Eye Water. Druggists sell it. 25c.

.-V

Rats, Mice. 15c.

.

’ *

* utrecripiMii

10

15th,

IOB

Mother Swan’s Worm Syrup, tasteless.25o.

"Rough on Coughs" Troches, 15c;
Wells’ May- Apple

Liquid, 50c.

(Liver) Pills, 10c.

bound in eloUiaad silt. It U art a
laris tel urn*. "This ws btlim to

“Rough on Coma,"

for Corns,

"

euros

•

aLYDIA

•

15c.
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lariy for tia month., rat immediately
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tion."

"Judging from tout .recital. Mr. Ashler,
U*aimU4Q,thoitmn4i of ladle* can gladly tettifu.*
there must be wonderful curative properues
about this medicine?"
"Indeed, there is, sir, for no man suffered
more nor longer than did I before this remedy
gave me relief.”
"To go back to the orignai subject, Mr.
Ashley, I suppose you see the same familiar
faces about the lobby session after session 1”
"No, not so much so as you might think.
New faces are constantlyseen and old ones
d'sappear. The strain upon lobbyists is neoA GENTS WANTED for the best
e sarily very groat, and when you add tc this
the demoralizing effect of late hour* and in- PL Pictorial Books and Bibles. ____
oeroent National Poblishino Co..
temperate habits and the fact that they are
alter found out In their steals, their disappearance can oas lv be accounted for.”
"What proportionof these blood-bills are
successful?"
"A very small percentage, sir. Notwithstanding the power and influence of the J. K. BICKNKI.L A CO.. Itrockton.Maxs.
lobby, but lew of these vicious measures
pass. Were they successfulit would be a sad
commentary upon our system of government, and would virtuallyannihiate one
branoh of it 1 he great majority of them are
either reported adversely or smotheredIn
committee by the watchfulness and loyalty
of our
J. E. D.

I

*** raortair
Tbs proprietors
ofth. Chlagu l ai.rpriw, brins desirous ot batiai tbrirjdrsady well known a»d poplar
famllr paper mors widely cirtulstsdaad introduced
into hfimM tetter* it la
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Standard1

Dyspepsia,Impotence.

PINKHAM’S

Ms!

printed

Warts, Bunions. 18o.

Rough on Dentist” Tooth Powder,

affair

40,000 Words,

"Bocha-ptlba,"Great Kidney and UrinaryCore. gl.

Wells' Health Renewor

m**

bstbs bra ebssp

w Oman. ~
Sr&'ES’iiSi
Pmwcicid, xud Eimtu Dsnsn.

V/THf

"Rough on Toothache,” instant relief. 15c.

I am able, and any communication regardingmy symptoms and
cure that may be sent to me at 508 Maine

Pimples, pustules,and all skin disorder!
are cured by using Samaritan Nervine.

’modr

market

sufferings so far as

A bucking horse is frequently tho power
behind the th own.

----- -

tx-arth
I

Intimation of the return of my rheumatic
trouble."
"Do you object to the publication of thlf
Interview,Mr. Ashley?"
"Not at all, sir. I look upon It as a duty 1
owe my fellow creatures to alleviatetheir

Congressmen."

eoralled “Incurable."
E. B. FOOTE, Bex T88, N. T. City.
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Van Oort & Beenwles,

OkriatUa TemperanceUnion.
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Two
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6.

ladies in Holland City were

Sncceseora to W. C.

go from home, when one

re-

marked, "I cannot understand how you

many

can let so

of

your boys go

much

-ado, where there is so

E. J.

-

W.

MILS, CLASS l

*

Wc

New

Colorado Springs Gazette.It is

Paint

1

Calcimine Brushes.

A L A B A S T
in all

N E

I

handsomest city

In the Clothing Department

a

ground in

ever brought to this

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

COIMHE EAB/LIT
Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

and White Lead.

JAS.

can be obtained of us.

Wire

Baited Fence

forfeit his deed.

Are not our young men better protected

AND

COPPEK, TIN,

city! Here no restrictions what-

ever are put in force against the sale of

many

TORPID BOWELS,

Estimates given

Colorado Springs than

Intoxicatingdrinks, and

PILLS

keep all kinda of

or

liquor manufactured thereon, the holder

IKONWARE,

WHIPS, PUMPS,

of our

once most promisingsons are going to

DISORDERED LIVER,

„

for all

kinds of buildings

fin-

ished and completed.

ie, fairness alter eating,
exertion of body or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, JLow
spirits, A feeling of hairing neglected
some duty. Dizziness, Flutteringat the
leartjDois
ey< highly eol*
Heart,
Dots before the eyes,
ored trtne, CONSTIPATION^
and deLTIOli; an*
*
i

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND

Planing and Re-sawing

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

done on short notice.

M. K. S.

mand

the use of a remedy that acts directly
on the Llvci; As a Liver medicine
PILLS have no equaL Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin is also prompt ; removing
all imparities through these three “ scav-

TUTT’S

Lawyer’s Opinion of Interest to Ail.
Tawney, Esq., a leading attorney

of Winona, Minn,

GIVE US A CALL.

writes. : “After using it

engers of the system/* producing appe-

Stairs,

more than throe years, I take great

for

pleasure io stating that l regard Dr. King’s

New

and gentlemanlytreatment
and good bargain*, to all who trade with us.

We promiseprompt

Discovery for Consumption, as the

beat remedy in the world for

had,

and

ihva-

Holland. Mich.. April 2,

1884.

]

at H. Walsh’s

Drug Store. Large

Office

size $1.00

Nicholas is a notable number

St.

iu

new

strange adventures of a

his

TUTTS MANUAL OF

of Tenth Street,
HUNTLEY.

1883.

27,

all out-of-door mat-

City

17-tf.

DUREN, w. VAN DER VEERE

Meat Market,

boy Hunters.”

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps contributes an

“Support-

article with the suggestive title,

ing Herself,”which should be read by
every girl in the land. It

is

a

VAN DUREN &C0.,

Send 10 cents
postage, an5 we will mail yon free,
royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than you ever
thought possible at any business.Capital not required. We will start you. You can work all the
time or In spare time only. The werk is universally adapted to both sexes, yonng and old. You
can easily earn from 50 cents to $5 every evening
That all who want work may test the business, we
ffe
make this nnparelleledoffer;
to all who are not
well satisfied we will send $1 to pay for the trouble
of writing us. Fall particulars, directions, etc.,
sent free. Fortunes will be made bv those who
give their whole time to the work. Great success
absolutely sure. Don’t delay. Start now. Address Stinsoh & Co.. Portland. Maine.

GOLD?
a

so.

doing

Charles

Prop's

Having
In

“Work

GEO. T.

opened the “City Meat Market’
the First Ward, we kindly invite the citizens
lately re

a

poem

Cone.

We

Sewing Machines,

Holland. Mich.. Feb.

15.

IN THE

^

of well-known names.

Quinsy troubled me for twenty years.

Elec-

have not had an attack. Mrs.

Letta Conrad, Blandish, Mich.

Board of

1883.

2-

DAS

*AND

30 UNION SQUARE NEWYORK.

DRY GOODS STORE

f

liw

Educationj

called to order by P.
H. McBride and on motion E. J. Harrington was called to the chair.

Mr. McBride slated the object of the
meeting to be to fix the amount of the
Bond of the Treasurer. On motion the
bond was fixed at ten thousand dollars
with five suretiesto be approved by the
Board.
Isaac Cappon and E. J. Harrington
were appointed as a committee to pass
upon the sufficiencyof the Bondsmen.

cure Const IpatiOD.Infflgest
ion, Headache,ami
all Billons Disorders.

Sold every WiieiWt Always reliable.

•

rGA. *

MEYER, BROUWER

CO.

Agents. Holland. Mich.

KEYSTONE

PLANING MILL!

T. J.

BOGG8, Secretary,

opioiou of the general public in re-

public

speakers,

is the

best

and actors. All say it
remedy that can be procured

for all

affectionsof the vocal organs, throat, and

C.STEKETEE&B0S,

The only reed instrument made haring
the patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
nearest approach in tone to that of the
pipe organ.

on tie corner ol Biter &Siitl Sts.

Can now be found, not alone a complete Block
of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisions,
Etc., Etc.

White Sewing Machine!

<
,1 TONIC

KBh
FACTS REGARDING

The Best in the World!
Every Machine warranted for five years.

Sr,

Mk

Ionic,

Also a very large and assorted stock of

DRESSING*

DB/IT

MATCHING*
and

RE-SAWING

GOODS

Dressed

intend to keep as complete as poe
sihle embracing all the the latest and best made
fabrics.

opposite T. Keppel'e.
J. R.

Bollard, Mick.. Not. M,

KLEYN,

1888.

» w

.rife.

48-t/.

full line

of sewing machine merchan-

dise constantly on hand.

Lack of Strength, etc.. Its use Is marked
with immediate and wonderfulresults. Rpiiei,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Brain
-6

tlon,

Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices

«d,erm.berorop^bUta£ri«-h.™.

Power. -

LADIES SliMrVix*,'!
DR. HARTEB’S IRON TONIC
speedy
* safe

Cu.or

& Glassware.

fflihli wd

“'SfijJj jfod,

17-lj

and

cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
ntronepHt testimony
tpatlmonv to the value of a»«.
UR.
The strongest
IlABTXE’SIROX TONIC is that frequent attempts
at counterfeitinghave only added to thepopuiar-

Send alx centa for postage,

Lumber Always on Hand.

Mill cor. of Sixth and Cedar Streets

A

Which we

SASH, DOORS, BLINDS. MOULDINGS,
BRACKETS AND STAIR RAILINGS
MADE AND FURNISHED.
Crockery, Stone

gard to Ayer'a Cherry Pectoralis con-

by clergymen,lawyers,

£ IRON
TRUE

TUB ONLY

SALE BY

DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.

Adjourned.

'

V MASS.

OR-

Holland, Mich., April 28, 1884,

lungs.

P1LLS‘

GROCERY

OUTOF

NO

NEW

NEW Hawing MACHINE d
*

The meeting was

firmed

'

Best Purgative Medicine

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidentsof the U. S. Th*
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice our
price. The fastest selling book In America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligentpeople
want It. Any one can become a successful agent.
Terms free. Ballet Book Co.. Portland, Maine.

and can assure our patrons that the Laid pur
chased of us, is perfectlypure and of fine quality.
G. J. VAN DUREN & CO.

charming poem by Julia C. R.

Since I started using Dr. Thomas’

The

AYER’S

a delightfulbit of verse,

by Malcolm Douglas, Joel Stacy, and
others,and pictorialcontributions from a

tric Oil,

PREPARED BY

J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.

_______

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Barnes. There are also poems and verses

list

stimulatesthe action of the stomach and
bowels,and thereby enables the system to
resist and overcome the attacks of all Scrofur
tout I)i tease t, Eruptionsof the Skin, Rheumatism, Catarrh,General Dibility, and all
disorders resulting from poor or corrupted
blood and a low state of the system.

CATHARTIC

three full-page illustrationsby G. F.

long

cleanses,enriches, and strengthens the blood,

McCLURE

We make

Dorr is “the Doves at Mendon,” which

has

many

Ayer’sSarsaparilla

Intend to keep our market supplied with the

best and choicest meats that can be procured.

in two stanzas, by Helen Gray

A

but one of the

the perfect adaptability of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla to the core of all diseases arising
from impure or impoverished blood, ami a
weakened vitality.

•-DenierIn-

porting Herself.”
is

is

constantly coming to our notice,which prove

of this city to give us a “call.”

and Play Department,”describes an employment that bids fair to be as popular
as his article on “Brass Work” last June.
It makes a fitting supplement to “Sup“Rosy Snow”

Z. P. Wilds, well-known clt^
iniHHionary In New York, and brother
of the late eminent Judge Wilds, of the
MaasarhusettsSupreme Court, writes
uk follows:
“78 E. Mth St., yew York, Stay Ifi, 1882.
Missis. J. 0. Ayer & Co., Gentlemen :
Last winter I was troubled with a most
uncomfortable itching humor affecting
more especially my limbs, which itched so
intolerably at night, and burned so intensely, that 1 could scarcelybear any clothing
over them. I was also a sufferer from a
severe catarrh ami catarrhalcough; my
appetite was poor, and my system a good
deal run down. Knowing the value of
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,by observationof
many other cases, and from personal use
in former years. I began taking it for the
above-nameddisorders. My appetite improved almost from the first dose. After
a short time the fever and itching wore
allayed, and all signs of irritation of the
kin disappeared. My catarrh and cough
were also cured by the same means, and
my general health greatlyimproved, until
it is now excellent.I feel a hundred per
cent stronger, and I attribute these result*
to the use of the Sarsaparilla,which
1 recommend with all confidenceas the
best blood medicine ever devised. 1 took
it in small doses three times a dav, amt
used, in all, less than two bottles. I place
these facts at your service, hoping their
publication may do good.
Yours respectfully, Z. P. Wilds.”

for $5.

Leland, io his

paper on “LeatherWork,” in the

EXPERIENCE.
The Rev.

Sold by all Druggist*; price $1, six bottle*

clear, con-

and of the ways of

G.

Rev. Father Wilds’

Dr.

cise statement of the obligations of girls
to support themselves,

USEFUL RECEIPTS FREE.

for

Thomp-

ters, also begins a six months’ serial called

“Marvin and

BARGAINS

The above instance

Riuer Street,

naturalist,

entitled "The Tanager; ” Maurice

son, an authorityon

Holland, May
O. J. VAN.

serial story ef the

young

inetantly to a Glossy Black by a single application of this Dye. Sold by Druggists,

JAS.

ONE

Trowbridge opens the second part of

the volume with a

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.
Gkay Hair or Whiskers changed

and shop on

near the corner

its contributors and in their contrioutiens.
J. T.

ANTIDOTE TO MALARIA.
Sold everywhere, SSc. Office. 44 Morrzy St., N.T.

all

Throat and Lung diseasesmay be bad Free

TUTTS PILLS

cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
with dally work and are a perfect

*

furnished.

sound digestion,regular stools.a clear

skin an d a vl gorou a bod v.

Brackets, etc. made and

42-tf

rlably relievesthe pain in the chest.”

Trial Hottlesofthis sure cure for

tite,

Boors, Blinds, Mouldings

Colds. It has never failed to cure the

most severe colds I have

Hand Railing, Sash

VAN OORT. & BEEUWKKS.

Cough and

and MALARIA.

From these sources arise three-fourthsol
the diseases of the human race. These

destruction a* rapidly as the saloon busi-

work.

BTE3ST

tutts

HUNTLEY,

selling,

We

GET

and

Holland, Mich., April 3d, 1884.

sa

out the deeds with the distinct con-

in Fort Collins or

city.

Hats and Caps, Gent’s Punishing Goods, Etc., Etc.

The beet of

al-

any saloon was kept

the finest

IMens’ ctncl Bovs’1 Spring; Suits

Garden! Firming Tools.

loon in the place and never can he, as the
original owners of the

we have some of

Fine Business Suits ranging in price from $8 to $18.

of its size in

the far west. There has never been

growing very popular with ladies.

shades.

place of

a

CHAIMIBIR/ATr,

in an endless number of styles and designs.

though of few years growth, and is pro

J. A.

Dress Patterns.

Style of Prints, i

dress goods that is rapidly

have a large assortment of

Another of Holland’s sons lives in Col-

A

•

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicos

orado Springs, and is city editor of the

six or seven thousand inhabitants,

new

a

the danger
the saloons oifered to the young of our
growing city. He also made the point
that the liquor traffic was either right or
it was wrong. If it was wrong it was no
mitigation ot that wrong to license it.
The question was discussed at length,
nearly every member of the board taking
a part. When the resolutioncame to its
passage Judge Houghton called for the
ayes and nays, and seven voted in favor
of the resolution and one against.

ness can do the

‘i

always on hand.

of his resolution,pointed out

in this

,

.

HOLLAND, MICH.

CHAIMIBIE&A-Sr,

dill

man Wills. Judge Houghton, in support

would

•>/:

Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of

Spring Dress Goods,

A large stock of

Resolved,That the city attorneybe and
hereby instructed to prepare and submit to the city council at the next meeting
thereof an ordinanceabsolutely prohibit
ing the sale of all intoxicating, spirituous,
malt, Tinuous, mixed or lermentedliquors
within the limits of the city of Fort Collins, or within one mile of the outer
boundaries thsreof,and repealingall ordinances inconsistent with the same.
The resolution wss seconded by Aider-

ditions that if

-iv; ,.'

Scott, is cerrying on

is

made

Hr*,*. V'.rivi^jA

me copy the following

the drug business:

the

HARRINGTON,

AND RANGES.

Fort Collins,Colorado, where one of Hol-

nounced

ts-t/i

t*> Color-

crime and

resolution from the last Weekly Express, of

land’s sons, A.

^iXit

have been received in immense quantities at the One-Price Store of

COOKING STOVES,

wickedness going on.” Portly in answer
to this question let

&

MBLIS.

days ago discussing the matter of letting
their sons

v‘V»i

SUMMER.

SPRING- AND

arc sellingand keep for sale some very fine

a few

v>4

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C.
Holland. Oet 12th.

STEKETEE A BUS.

1888.

88-U

APRIZE.smm^;

te more money right away
than anything else In this world. All, of either
sex, succeed from first bear. Thebrotd road to
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sure.
At once address. Txcx Sc Co., Augnat*. Maine.

fe
.

Dr. Harter’s Iron Tonio is sor Sale by
Druggists ano Dialers Everywhere-

au

8ly

